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Abstrat

In this work the task of planar detetion in an image pair is ast as an inomplete

data problem where the parameters to be estimated are the ones that de�ne the

homographies indued by the planar regions in the sene. This inomplete data

problem motivates the employment of the Expetation Maximization (EM) algo-

rithm. Derivation of the EM algorithm equations proves that a losed form solution

to the maximization step is impratial whih leads to the proposal of a Modi�ed

Expetation Maximization (MEM) algorithm. The MEM algorithm presented re-

plaes the traditional maximization step with an optimization based maximization

step or a Kalman Filter based maximization step. In addition to this, reommen-

dations are provided to redue the number of parameters that need to be estimated

by the MEM algorithm depending on the onstraints of the sene. Experimental re-

sults show that the proposed MEM algorithm ahieves omparable results to urrent

methods for planar detetion.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 Problem Statement

Planar detetion is an important topi in omputer vision and many approahes

have been proposed in the past deades. This problem is partiularly interesting

due to the innumerous planar strutures found in both indoor and outdoor environ-

ments. The goal of any planar detetion algorithm is to lassify regions of an image

into groups that orrespond to the underlying planar strutures of the sene. This

lassi�ation is usually done using one of two approahes. In the �rst approah,

lassi�ation is performed on a per pixel basis where every pixel in the entire image

is lassi�ed and assigned a group. An alternative approah is a sparse form of the

�rst where the lassi�ation is applied to point orrespondenes that are olleted

between two images.

The ability to detet planar regions in an image has bene�ts in a wide variety

of areas suh as autonomous robotis, augmented reality, struture from motion,

amera self-alibration, and assistive tehnology. In autonomous robotis, planar

detetion an be employed to detet the ground plane of the sene. Detetion of the

ground plane is important for autonomous mobile robots beause the pixels that

are not lassi�ed as belonging to the ground plane an be viewed as obstales to

be avoided, as a target that needs to be followed, or as landmarks in the sene

that need to be deteted. Detetion of obstales an also be applied to assitive

tehnology, suh as devies for the blind whih warn the user of where objets reside

1



1.2. Approah and Contributions 2

in the environment, or a smart wheelhair that needs to at like an autonomous

mobile robot. Planar detetion an also be applied to augmented reality, where the

lassi�ed point orrespondenes an be reonstruted to determine their underlying

planar struture's parameters. Knowledge of the parameters that de�ne the planar

strutures in a sene an then be used to superimpose objets onto the image. Last,

the knowledge of planes in the environment and the homographies they indue an

be employed in reonstrution problems suh as struture from motion and amera

self-alibration. In addition to this, algorithms an use planar detetion to avoid,

rather than lassify planar points. One suh example is the 8-point algorithm used to

determine the fundamental matrix between amera pairs. In this ase, the algorithm

an avoid ill-onditioned solutions by eliminating oplanar points deteted ahead of

time in the sene.

1.2 Approah and Contributions

In this work, the problem of planar detetion is applied to a set of point orrespon-

denes olleted from two images. In this ase, the homographies indued by the

planar regions in the sene an be used as a riterion for lassi�ation of the point

orrespondenes. That is, point orrespondenes belonging to the same spei� pla-

nar region should uphold the homography onstraint indued by the homography of

that plane. Unfortunately, the only data that an be regarded as available is the set

of point orrespondenes. So, in order to determine whether a group of points are

oplanar, we need their planar homography, whih is only available after the points

are found to be oplanar � a ”chicken − egg” problem.

Due to the absene of the homographies neessary for lassi�ation, our work

poses the problem of planar detetion as one of inomplete data where the param-

eters to be estimated are the ones that de�ne the homographies indued by the

planar regions in the sene. This motivates the employment of the Expetation

Maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the unknown homography parameters.

However, as we will demonstrate later, the diret employment of the EM algorithm

would result in a Maximization Step (M-Step) whose losed-form solution would be
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impratial to derive.

Therefore, the ontributions of this researh are as follows:

• a modi�ed EM algorithm that allows for a pratial solution to the M-Step

using iterative optimization methods (e.g. Nelder-Mead Simplex and Leven-

berg�Marquardt)

• a modi�ed EM algorithm where the M-Step inorporates Kalman Filtering

• an algorithm that employs Kalman Filtering to estimate the motion parame-

ters that de�ne the transformation observed between two images

• an exhaustive omparative analysis of our methods against various methods

in the literature



Chapter 2

Related Work

The researh area of planar detetion has been in existene for a few deades, and

many appliations bene�t from loating planar regions in images. During this time,

a large number of algorithms have been proposed whih an be applied to spei�

omputer vision problems suh as obstale deteting, target traking, struture from

motion, and autoalibration to name a few. Even though the problems to whih

these algorithms are applied may be vastly di�erent from one another, the algorithms

themselves all have the ommon goal of loating regions of images that belong to

the same planar regions in the sene. The purpose of this setion is to provide an

overview of some of the algorithms in the literature, spei�ally the ones whih are

omparable to the algorithms presented in this body of work.

Sine a large number of algorithms have been developed over the years, the

disussion of the algorithms annot be done all at one. Instead, in this setion, the

algorithms are broken down into two ategories: 1) Single Plane, whih approah

the problem as a single plane to detet (usually the dominant plane) and 2) Multiple

Plane, whih fous on the detetion of all planes in the sene. Both ategories are

disussed in this setion sine the algorithms presented in this work an be applied

to both ategories of planar detetion.

4



2.1. Single Plane Detetion 5

2.1 Single Plane Detetion

The approahes that are applied to deteting a single plane in an image or set

of images mainly fous on �nding the dominant plane in the sene. Most of the

approahes that will be mentioned in this setion are applied to mobile robotis,

where the dominant plane to be deteted is the ground plane. This appliation

of planar detetion serves two purposes. First, detetion of the ground plane is

important beause it is the area in the environment on whih the mobile robot must

move. Seond, by determining the ground plane in a sene, objets an be segmented

out of the images, whih allows for many vision based tasks for mobile robots suh

as obstale avoidane to be easily implemented. Mobile robotis, however, is not

the only area that an bene�t from deteting ground planes. Another example is

the traking appliation in [1℄ whih uses ground plane detetion as a preliminary

step before traking vehiles in the image sequene.

Approahes for ground plane detetion vary greatly based on the features they

use -e.g. olor, texture, but also on the frameworks that they employ to solving

the task. The approahes desribed here were hosen to highlight the variety of

algorithms available today. While our list does not over all of the approahes

presented in the literature, our purpose is to simply illustrate the key areas and the

variety of tehniques that are applied to ground plane detetion.

Some of the simplest approahes to ground plane detetion fous on modeling

physial properties of the ground plane suh as olor and texture. In [2℄, for instane,

a vision system using a single amera is proposed to detet obstales in a sene by

observing olusions of the ground plane. Segmentation of the ground plane in

an image is done by �rst learning a multi-modal distribution that aptures olor

information about the ground plane. By using a multi-modal distribution, ground

planes whih ontain multiple olors an be learned and segmented from the image.

While this approah o�ers advantages over methods that require multiple ameras,

the approah requires that a new model be learned for eah new environment that

is enountered. Also, for relying solely on olor information for segmentation,it

requires that the olor of the obstales be di�erent from that of the ground plane.

Other approahes inorporate the use of optial �ow [3℄ to determine the ground
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plane in images [4, 5℄. In [4℄, the authors assume that the amera displaement be-

tween two onseutive images is small enough so the homography of the dominant

plane an be approximated by an a�ne transformation. In their work, the optial

�ow is omputed between two images and this a�ne transformation is omputed by

seleting three random points in the images. Using this a�ne transformation, the

authors estimate a planar �ow �eld and math it to the omputed optial �ow done

in the previous step. If the mathed region oupies more than half of the image,

then the authors assume that the dominant plane has been deteted, otherwise the

proess is repeated by seleting a new random set of points. The authors in [5℄ also

inorporate optial �ow for the segmentation of images into a two layered represen-

tation: (dominant plane and �other�). At �rst, the approah omputes the optial

�ow using a oarse-to-�ne estimation whih provides a dense set of image point

orrespondenes. The images are then split into small regions using a splitting teh-

nique based on olor homogeneity and plane normals are estimated for all regions.

After splitting the image into regions, an iterative re�nement proess is applied and

a seed region is seleted and grown by merging neighboring regions whose estimated

plane normals are lose to that of the seed region. The image is then deomposed

into a two layer representation. One of the limiting fators of [4℄ is that the authors

assume that the dominant plane oupies the majority of the image, whih may

not always be true. Also, optial �ow alulations an be hallenging when large

homogeneous areas are present in the images.

Many algorithms also rely on 3D information about the sene to lassify areas

of the images as belonging to the ground plane. This 3D information is usually

obtained from disparity maps or by stereo reonstrution of the sene [6�9℄. In [7℄

for example, a stereo vision system is proposed to detet the ground plane and

loate obstales in the vehile's path. The authors detet the ground plane by �rst

obtaining a disparity map of the sene whih is onstruted from the stereo vision

setup. This disparity map is then transformed into what the authors all the �V-

disparity� map. This �V-disparity� map proves to be very useful sine the ground

plane in the sene orresponds to a line in the �V-disparity� map, whih the system

detets using the Hough Transform. After deteting the line orresponding to the
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ground plane in the �V-disparity� image, segmentation of the ground plane from the

original images beomes a trivial task. The authors in [9℄ extend the idea in [7℄ in

two ways. First, the authors observe that the work in [7℄ is very dependent on the

existene of distint features on the ground plane. Their reasoning was that the

orrelation-based stereo mathing used is prone to errors when there are no features

present. To remedy this problem, the authors propose widening the size of the

orrelation window horizontally. Seond, the authors eliminate the Hough transform

for deteting the ground plane line in the �V-disparity� image by proposing to use

a prede�ned set of ground lines that an be determined based on the stereo vision

setup. Detetion of the ground line in the V-disparity image using their method is

done by hoosing the prede�ned line that mathes the urrent V-disparity image.

The approah in [6℄ di�ers from the previous methods in the use of disparity

map. In their work, the authors �rst de�ne a mapping between the ground plane

and its orresponding disparity plane. Then they use this model to robustly �t a

disparity plane to the data provided in the disparity map. This is aomplished

by inorporating the Iteratively Re-weighted Least-Squares method. One the a

disparity plane is estimated the mapping is used to diretly estimate the parameters

of the ground plane.

While these 3D based methods all ahieve robust results, they all su�er from the

ommon problem of stereo vision algorithms whih is knowing the preise extrinsi

parameters of the stereo setup. This is ruial to the suess of the algorithms

sine the auray of the disparity maps depend on the orret alibration of these

parameters. Suh alibration an be unfavorable for many appliations where there

exists a possibility for the ameras to move with respet to eah other (even if

slightly).

The authors of [10℄ overome the problems inherit to stereo vision systems by

proposing an algorithm that generates a depth map from a single image. The authors

note that the human vision system rarely has trouble inferring struture of a sene

from a single image and that this ability an be attributed to not only prior knowl-

edge of the environment but also from monoular ues. This onept of monoular

ues inludes the expeted variation of the appearane of texture at di�erent depths
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and the knowledge of the sizes of objets in the sene. In their approah, the authors

use texture energies, texture gradients and haze to extrat depth information from

an image. Obtaining this information requires that an RGB image be onverted

into the YCbCr format with a single intensity value for eah pixel. This image is

then onvolved with 17 �lters to produe a 34 dimensional feature vetor assoiated

to eah pixel. Besides the output from eah �lter, the feature vetor also ontains

the squared energy of eah �lter. Finally, eah pixel is represented by an absolute

feature vetor ontaining the 34 dimensional feature vetor for the pixel and the

feature vetors for the pixel's four neighbors. This 170 dimensional absolute fea-

ture vetor is aompanied by a relative feature vetor whih represents the relative

depths between two pixels. The authors then use these feature vetors to estimate

the depth for every pixel in the image using a supervised learning algorithm applied

on a Gaussian Markov Random �eld.

In addition to generating a depth map, the authors also use an algorithm to

segment the image into regions that ontain similar textures. The assumption is

that similar textured areas are more likely to be oplanar, so the output of this

algorithm provides di�erent planar regions in the sene. The authors then use the

depth map to merge the di�erent planar regions in the sene to detet the ground

plane.

The next approahes disussed here di�er from the previous methods in that

they fous on the lassi�ation of point orrespondenes whih are olleted from

two images of a sene. Classi�ation of these point orrespondenes is done using

a projetive property that is ommonly referred to as the planar homography. The

planar homography relation is desribed in great detail in the following hapter, but

here, it su�es to say that these algorithms pose the problem of planar detetion as a

lassi�ation of the orrespondenes based on the estimated homography. This las-

si�ation is done based on whether a point orrespondene satis�es the homography

onstraint or not. The di�ulty assoiated with this form of planar detetion omes

from estimating the homography using the point orrespondenes sine not all the

olleted point orrespondenes derive from the dominant plane, and therefore they

annot be used to estimate the homography of the dominant plane. The following
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algorithms provide methods for estimating the dominant homography from a set of

orrespondenes whih an then be used for lassi�ation.

The approah in [11℄ is interesting in that it employs an iterative two-step al-

gorithm to determine the homography of the dominant plane between two views.

The goal of this iterative two step method is not to obtain just the estimation of

the homography, but also the estimation of the orrespondenes of the points be-

tween the two images. The �rst of this two-step method is the loal step, whih

estimates the orrespondene of the points. The orrespondene for eah point is

done by taking the point in the �rst image and projeting it into the seond image

using the urrent estimate of the homography. The distane is omputed between

the projeted point and all the points in the seond image, with the orrespondene

being assigned to the point with the smallest distane. One this is done for all of

the points in the �rst image, the global step estimates the homography that max-

imizes this orrespondene using robust estimation. This ensures that outliers will

not have a signi�ant e�et on the estimation of the homography.

While aurate results are reported in [11℄, the algorithm su�ers from initializa-

tion problems and ontains the additional overhead of solving the orrespondene

problem while solving for the homography. Other planar detetion algorithms treat

the orrespondene problem as a separate problem that an be solved by mathing

deteted feature points using a desriptor suh as the SIFT desriptor in [12℄. Solv-

ing the orrespondene problem in this manner allows for algorithms to fous solely

on the estimation of the homography.

An example of suh an approah is the H-lustering algorithm proposed in [13℄.

This algorithm begins by initializing a set of outliers ontaining all of the deteted

orrespondenes between the two images. A small set of orrespondenes is then

onstruted by hoosing a random point orrespondene and its four losest neigh-

bors from the set of outliers. These �ve point orrespondenes are used to estimate

a homography. Point orrespondenes from the set of outliers are then added to this

set if they satisfy the homography onstraint within an arbitrary threshold. This

larger set of orrespondenes is then used to estimate another homography and the

proess is repeated until the number of inliers onverges. If the resulting set ontains
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more than �ve point orrespondenes, the set is regarded as a luster, otherwise the

�ve orrespondenes are put bak into the outlier set. In either ase, the algorithm

will repeat the previous steps by hoosing a new set of �ve point orrespondenes

until there are less than �ve orrespondenes in the outlier set. At this point, the

resulting lusters are merged together to form the resulting dominant homography.

Other methods using point orrespondene lassi�ation fous on estimating the

homography of the dominant plane using a robust estimation tehnique suh as

the Least Median of Squares Estimator in [14℄. However, the most popular and

most ommonly used robust estimation tehnique is the RANSAC method in [15℄.

Examples of algorithms that use RANSAC or RANSAC-like algorithms for robust

estimation of the homography of the dominant plane are found in [16�18℄. The

RANSAC method starts with an estimate from the smallest possible data set. This

small data set is referred to as the minimal sample set (MSS) and for the ase of

homography estimation has ardinality of four, sine four point orrespondenes

are required to determine a homography. One a homography has been estimated

from the sample set, a onsensus set (CS) is derived by applying the homography

onstraint to all the point orrespondenes between two images. Point orrespon-

denes are inluded in the CS based on some riterion as for example the geometri

error from the homography onstraint being less than a ertain threshold. If the

resulting CS is su�iently large, a homography is estimated using all the points in

the CS, otherwise a new random set of four point orrespondenes is hosen and

the algorithm iterates. RANSAC provides satisfatory results when estimating a

homography from a set of point orrespondenes, however one drawbak of the al-

gorithm is that many MSS's may have to be drawn before a set that ontains only

oplanar point orrespondenes is found.

2.2 Multiple Plane

In this setion, algorithms are presented whose objetive is to loate multiple planar

regions in an image. The extension of multiple plane detetion from single plane

detetion is not trivial. This means that many of the previously desribed algorithms
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annot be used for multiple plane detetion. Many of the algorithms disussed in this

setion follow the general idea of �tting a set of models to a data set. For planar

detetion, this data set ontains the point orrespondenes between two images,

while the models are the homographies that orretly map points from one image

onto their orresponding points in the seond image. Many times an error, usually

referred to as the geometri error, is alulated to express how well a homography

projets a point from the �rst image onto its orresponding position in the seond

image.

The approah in [19℄ aomplishes planar detetion by employing projetive in-

variants whih are true if a set of �ve points are oplanar. This projetive invariant

is so alled beause it does not hange under a projetive transform. Aording

to [19℄, the invariant alulated from �ve oplanar points in one image should be

equivalent to the invariant alulated using their orresponding points in the seond

image. However, due to noise in the image this onstraint an never be upheld, so

the authors de�ned a way of thresholding the di�erenes in the values of the invari-

ants. Planar detetion is done in [19℄ by �rst splitting up the point orrespondenes

in the images into groups, eah ontaining �ve orrespondenes. Next, a opla-

narity test using invariants is applied to all groups to see if they are oplanar. If a

group of points is determined to be oplanar, a homography is alulated using the

point orrespondenes. This homography is then used to �nd other orrespondenes

that may also belong to the group, and the homography is then re-estimated using

the new set of orrespondenes. This framework allows for multiple planes to be

deteted from a sene.

In [20℄, a projetive transformation alled the planar a�ne homography is de�ned

to determine planar regions between an image pair. Using a set of mathed points

between two images, a Delaunay triangulation is performed on the points in the �rst

image, with a �ltering sheme being used to disard triangles that are deemed to be

degenerate. The mathed points and the set of �ltered triangles are then applied

to a lustering proedure to determine whih points are oplanar. The lustering

proedure starts by taking a triangle from the set and using its points to alulate

an a�ne homography that is added to an initially empty homography set. If the
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geometri error of these orrespondenes using the a�ne homography is lower than a

ertain threshold, then the points are marked as belonging to that homography. All

remaining triangles are then proessed by �rst heking if any of the points that make

up the triangle belong to an already de�ned homography in the homography set. If

none of the points belong to a homography, then a new homography is alulated and

added to the homography set. This proedure ontinues until all points are assigned

to a homography. At the end of the lustering, only homographies whih ontain a

number of points above a ertain threshold are onsidered for point lassi�ation.

The Delaunay triangulation is also employed in the approah proposed in [21℄

where planes are deteted from a set of images obtained using a stereo vision setup.

One again, the Delaunay triangulation is used to group points in the �rst image.

After this grouping has ourred, a lustering tehnique similar to that in [20℄ is used

to luster the triangles. This proess starts by seleting a triangle and alulating its

normal using the author's proposed method whih relies on the setup of the ameras.

The triangle is then marked as visited and is plaed in an initially empty triangle

set noted as Gm. The proess then goes through all of the triangles, starting with

those adjaent to the �rst triangle and omputes their normal vetors. If the normal

vetors of neighboring triangles are similar to the �rst triangle's normal, they are

plaed into the same set of the �rst triangle. After all of the triangles are visited,

triangles in the set Gm are removed from the set of all triangles and the proess is

repeated until no triangles are left to be visited. At the end of the proess, several

groups of oplanar triangles may be present. These groups are then sorted based on

the number of elements they ontain. The main planes are de�ned as the groups with

the largest number of elements. Outlier points an also be deteted sine they are

usually groups with only a single point. If the number of planes in the sene is known

a-priori, then the authors state that the normal for eah triangle an be omputed,

and a lustering algorithm suh as k-means an be used to lassify the triangles.

While the authors propose a reative way to alulate the normal vetor for eah

triangle, their method assumes that the transformations between the ameras in

the stereo vision setup ontain no rotation, strongly onstraining this approah to

a small number of appliations.
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Other methods of planar detetion employ an extended version of RANSAC

algorithm that an be used to detet multiple models. The �rst way to extend

RANSAC in order to detet multiple models is through sequential RANSAC. This

method sequentially applies RANSAC and removes inliers after eah model is found.

While this appliation of RANSAC makes logial sense, many approahes that use it

for deteting multiple planar regions require further modi�ations of the algorithm.

For instane, [22, 23℄ modify the step in RANSAC that generates the minimal

sample set (MSS). As the readers reall, the hypothesis is formed by randomly

sampling a set of four point orrespondenes to estimate the model. When using

this step in a multi-planar ase the hanes of hoosing four points that are oplanar

are signi�antly redued. In [22℄ this step is modi�ed by �rst seleting a single point

at random, and then seleting the other three based on a onditional distribution

that gives points loser to the seleted point a higher hane of being seleted. This

modi�ation also relies on the assumption that points loser to eah other have a

higher probability of being oplanar and this probability dereases as the set of

points beomes spread aross the image.

In [23℄, degenerate point sets are sreened out based on how lose they are to one

another and if the points are ollinear. The authors also mention a seond strategy

to hoose four points that lay on two di�erent edges of the image. Also, the authors

use the determinant of the alulated homography to tell if the on�guration is

degenerate. Other than using these alternative methods to selet the MSS's, the

approahes in [22,23℄ follow the basi sequential RANSAC method.

The authors of [24℄ argue that the use of sequential RANSAC is non optimal

in that the inorret removal of inliers from the data set an severely e�et the

estimates of the remaining models. To remedy this problem, the authors propose a

parallel version of RANSAC that simultaneously estimates the parameters of all of

the models whih they all multi-RANSAC. Eah iteration of the multi-RANSAC

algorithm onsists of drawing a MSS using a method similar to [22℄ and alulating

the orresponding onsensus set (CS). This is done for eah model, with the inliers

of the CS's being removed after eah model is found. After the CS's are found for

the iteration, the multi-RANSAC algorithm runs what the authors all a �Fusion
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Proedure�, where they ombine the urrent CS's with the CS's found in the previous

iteration. One the CS's are updated, the algorithm updates the iteration threshold

whih is derived by the authors.

Multi-RANSAC proves to be an aeptable method when the models do not

interset eah other. However, it su�ers from the onstraint that the number of

models must be spei�ed a-priori. This problem is overome by the J-Linkage algo-

rithm proposed in [25℄.

J-Linkage is another variant of the RANSAC algorithm whih an be used to

detet multiple models from data. In J-Linkage, M MSS's are drawn at the same

time to estimate M models. These sets are drawn in a similar manner to [22, 24℄

where neighboring points are seleted with a higher probability. Consensus sets for

eah model are then omputed. It is noted that this di�ers from multi-RANSAC

in that inliers are never removed from the data set. Eah onsensus set an then

be used to de�ne a preferene set (PS) for eah point, that is, eah point has a set

of estimated models it belongs to. The PS is used as a oneptual representation

of the point, with the assumption that points whih belong to the same struture

will have the same PS's. Agglomerative lustering is then used to luster the points

based on their PS's. The distane metri used in this lustering algorithm is the

Jaard distane whih gives the algorithm its name: J-Linkage.

J-Linkage has been shown to be able to �t many di�erent types of models from

lines to planes. However, one of the limiting fators of J-Linkage is the extremely

large number of MSS's that need to be sampled to ahieve a orret lassi�ation.

The last approah presented in this setion is di�erent from the rest in that it

provides an algebrai solution to the problem of planar segmentation. The authors

of [26℄ present two methods of planar segmentation that they say an be used as an

initialization to other algorithms. The �rst approah presented in [26℄ embeds the

homography relation into a system of quadrati polynomials. While this approah

yields better lassi�ation results then the other algorithm presented, the dimension

of the embedding and omplexity are very large and may exeed the omputer

hardware limit when more than four planes need to be segmented.

In addition to this approah, the authors present a method that embeds the
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homography onstraint using a omplex linear embedding. This embedding allows

for a omplex homography onstraint to be de�ned that is equivalent to zero. This

is bene�ial, beause it allows a system of equations to be de�ned by staking the

homography onstraints of all of the point orrespondenes. The solution to this

system of equations an be found using the singular value deomposition or the

Rayleigh Quotient. and is alled the multibody homography. One the multibody

homography has been obtained, the authors alulate a omplex epipolar line for

eah point orrespondene. The key is that the omplex epipolar lines of oplanar

point orrespondenes all interset eah other at a single point whih is alled the

omplex epipole. This provides a way of lustering the point orrespondenes based

on �nding the omplex epipoles.

The approahes in [26℄ are interesting in that losed form solutions are presented

to the planar segmentation problem. However, these approahes require that all

point orrespondenes belong to a planar region in the sene. The presene of out-

liers in the set of point orrespondenes will a�et the alulation of the multibody

homography whih will a�et the alulation of the omplex epipolar lines. A pos-

sible way to aount for outliers would be to use an embedding that takes into

aount an large number of planes whih allows for the outliers to belong to their

own planes. However, this embedding has the tendeny to beome extremely large

as the number of outliers inreases.



Chapter 3

Bakground

In this setion, we present an overview of the many onepts used by the algorithms

proposed in this work. Here, we also establish the notation used throughout this

thesis.

3.1 Camera Model

When a amera is used to apture an image of a sene, the 3D sene is being

projeted onto the 2D image plane of the amera. This mapping between 3D points

in spae and their orresponding 2D pixel oordinates (positions on the image plane)

is usually spei�ed by a matrix whih represents a amera model. Of all of the amera

models that have been developed, the simplest and most used is the pinhole amera

model desribed in [17℄. In order to represent the amera model as a linear mapping,

homogeneous oordinates are used to represent points in both spaes, with a 3D

point being denoted as P = [X,Y, Z, 1]T and a pixel being denoted by p = [u, v, 1]T .

The matrix that de�nes the amera model is alled the amera alibration matrix

shown in (3.1):

A =











αu s cu

0 αv cv

0 0 1











(3.1)

where αu and αv represent the foal length in both the u and v diretion in
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terms of pixel dimensions, s is the skew parameter whih is zero for most ameras

and cu and cv are the pixel oordinates of the projetion of the amera enter on

the image plane. All of the parameters shown in (3.1) an be determined using a

alibration tehnique suh as the one in [27℄. Using this model, the pixel oordinate

of a 3D point may be alulated by multiplying the point by the amera alibration

matrix. The normalization of this pixel oordinate is done with the z oordinate of

the 3D point sine it is assumed that the oordinate frame attahed to the amera

has its z-axis idential to the amera's optial axis. However, a onsequene of this

normalization is that all depth information is lost when projeting a 3D sene onto

a 2D image.

3.2 Planar Homography Constraint

When a plane is imaged from two di�erent perspetive views, a homography be-

tween the two images is said to be indued by the plane. In projetive geometry a

homography is a projetive transformation � an invertible 3x3 matrix � that maps

points from one projetive spae to another. This transformation takes the form

x
′ = Hx whih is shown in more detail below:











x′

y′

w′











=











h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33





















x

y

w











(3.2)

Sine points on the two image planes are represented by homogeneous oordi-

nates, the image planes an be treated as a projetive spaes whih uphold this

mapping. A homography that is indued by a plane an therefore be used to map

points in one image to their orresponding positions in the image view. Figure 3.1

provides an example of this mapping.

Normally, however, the image planes are treated as eulidean oordinate systems

and the homography mapping is represented as x
′ ∼ Hx meaning that the produt

Hx is equal to x
′ up to a sale fator, whih may require renormalization by the

third oordinate to be equivalent to the homogeneous point x
′. This means that H
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Figure 3.1: Mapping the image point x from the �rst image to its orresponding

image point x' in the seond image using the homography H indued by the planar

region π.
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an be multiplied by any non-zero sale fator without hanging the mapping. Due

to this property, H is alled a homogeneous matrix and ontains only eight degrees

of freedom despite having nine elements.

Sine this mapping is indued by the plane in the sene, it is only true for points

in the image that belong to the plane. That is, points in the images that are not

on the plane will not satisfy this property. In this work, the homography indued

by the plane will be used to determine how likely orresponding points between two

images belong to a planar region. Using this idea, the mapping in (3.2) an be

rearranged to obtain two di�erent types of error: algebrai and geometri.

The algebrai error distane is obtained by taking the norm of the ross produt

of the points x
′ and Hx. This is done by representing x

′ as a skew symmetri matrix.

The algebrai error is shown below:

erralg =











0 −w′ y′

w′ 0 −x′

−y′ x′ 0











Hx (3.3)

This equation provides a 3x1 error vetor that must be normalized to obtain

the algebrai error distane. While there exist three elements in this error vetor

oming from the three equations, [17℄ states that only two of the equations are

linearly independent. This leads to the algebrai error distane being alulated

using the norm of the �rst two elements in erralg. One property to note about the

algebrai error distane is that its value does not have any geometri or statistial

meaning.

Geometri error, however, does have a statistial meaning. Computing geometri

error is relatively simple in that it is the eulidean distane between two inhomoge-

neous points on the image plane. This requires that the two points x
′ and Hx must

be divided by their third term to obtain their inhomogeneous point representations

on the image plane.
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3.3 Estimation of Homography

The previous setion presented the onept of the homography and two di�erent

error values that an be alulated using a homography. The purpose of this setion

is to desribe some methods that use these error values to estimate the homography

matrix when provided a set of point orrespondenes. These estimation tehniques

will be referened when the algorithms in this work are presented. For a more in

depth desription of homography estimation tehniques, the reader is referred to [28℄.

Before estimating a homography it is �rst important to determine the minimal

amount of point orrespondenes that are needed to fully determine a homography.

By inspeting the two types of error in the previous setion, one an notie that

a single point orrespondene provides two onstraints on the homography matrix.

These two degrees of freedom orrespond to a onstraint in the u diretion of the

image plane and one in the v diretion of the image plane. Knowing that eah

point orrespondene provides two onstraints and that the homography matrix has

eight degrees of freedom, it is easy to determine that four point orrespondenes are

needed in order to fully onstrain the homography.

3.3.1 Minimizing Algebrai Error

The �rst estimation method presented is the Diret Linear Transformation algorithm

(DLT). This algorithm minimizes the algebrai error distane in Setion 3.2, beause

it allows for the homography to be determined using a simple linear solution. The

algebrai error in (3.3) an be rewritten as a linear equation on the homography:











0T −w′
ixi

T y′
ixi

T

w′
ixi

T 0T −x′
ixi

T

−y′
ixi

T x′
ix

T

i
0T











h = Aih = 0 (3.4)

where the vetor h = [h11, h12, h13, h21, h22, h23, h31, h32, h33]
T is the staked ver-

sion of the homography matrix and Ai is a 3x9 matrix omposed of the ith point

orrespondene's values. As mentioned previously, while the algebrai error has

three equations on h, only two of them are linearly independent and it is ommon
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to only use the �rst two rows of Ai.

To determine a homography from four point orrespondenes, the orresponding

Ai matries an be staked to form a set of equations Ah = 0. Assuming that three

of the point orrespondenes are not ollinear, A is a matrix with rank 8 whih has

a 1 dimensional null spae where the solution for h resides. When more than four

point orrespondenes are provided, the solution is said to be overdetermined and

an be solved using the singular value deomposition of A, where h is the singular

vetor assoiated with the smallest singular value of A.

The DLT algorithm is ommonly used to estimate homographies due to its linear

solution whih results in a less omputationally expensive algorithm. However, one

disadvantage of this algorithm is that it minimizes the algebrai error, whih has no

geometri meaning. Despite this fat, the DLT algorithm an be suessful when

the data is properly normalized.

3.3.2 Approahes Using Geometri Error

Another set of homography estimation tehniques fous on minimizing some form of

geometri error desribed in Setion 3.2. These estimation tehniques usually rely

on a non-linear optimization to determine the best values in h that minimizes the

sum of geometri errors. Unfortunately, some optimization tehniques require an

initial estimate of the values of h. Depending on the optimization, this estimate

may or may not have a ruial impat on the �nal values of h. Some instanes may

even use the algebrai solution previously desribed to obtain an initial estimate,

and re�ne this estimate using these optimizations.

Other methods assume that the observed geometri error omes from noise and

without this noise the geometri error would be zero. These methods take a statis-

tial approah and assume that the noise an be modeled by a Gaussian probability

distribution. The probability distribution of a point orrespondene is then de�ned

by:

P (x′
i|H) =

1

2πσ2
exp(

−d(x′
i, Hxi)

2

2σ2
) (3.5)
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where d(x′
i, Hxi) is a funtion that omputes the geometri distane between the

two points.

The log likelihood of the entire set of points then beomes:

log P (x′
i|H) = − 1

2σ2

∑

d(x′
i, Hxi)

2 + constant (3.6)

The value of H that maximizes this likelihood is the one that minimizes the

sum of squared geometri errors of all the point orrespondenes. This estimation

of H is therefore equivalent to the estimate obtained by the approahes that use a

non-linear optimization.

3.4 Deomposition of Homography

In many appliations it may be neessary to deompose the homography into the

following omponents:

H = A2(R +
t

d
nT )A−1

1 (3.7)

where A1and A2 are the amera alibration matries for eah image, R and t are

the rotation matrix and translation vetor that form the transformation between

the oordinate frames of the two ameras that aptured the images, n is the normal

vetor of the plane, and d is the distane between the origin of the oordinate frame

for image one and the plane.

Derivation of the deomposition of a homography into its orresponding R, t, n,

and d is omitted for brevity. Instead, readers are referred to [29℄ where a derivation

of the homography deomposition is provided in full detail.

3.5 Representation of Homography

The deomposition provided in the previous setion explained how a homography

an be deomposed into a rotation matrix, translation vetor, normal vetor, and

distane salar. These four entities ontain 16 values i.e. nine values in the rotation
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matrix, three values for eah vetor and one value for the distane salar. However,

in Setion 3.2 it was stated that the homography is a homogeneous matrix whih

ontains eight degrees of freedom. The purpose of this setion is to desribe how

the homography matrix is de�ned in this work using only eight parameters.

To begin, it is noted that not all 3x3 matries are valid rotation matries. This

plaes a onstraint on the values of the nine parameters in R. Representation of a

rotation matrix an be done using a standard representation suh as Euler angles,

the Rodrigues formula, or roll-pith-yaw (RPY), all of whih only require three

parameters. In this work, R will be de�ned using the RPY formulation. Using the

RPY formulation, a rotation matrix is onstruted by the multipliation of three

separate rotation matries: a rotation of r around the x-axis, a rotation of p around

the y-axis, and a rotation of y around the z-axis. The resulting rotation matrix is

shown below:

R =











cos(y)cos(p) −sin(y)cos(r)+cos(y)sin(p)sin(r) sin(y)sin(r)+cos(y)sin(p)cos(r)

sin(y)cos(p) cos(y)cos(r)+sin(y)sin(p)sin(r) −cos(y)sin(r)+sin(y)sin(p)cos(r)

−sin(p) cos(p)sin(r) cos(p)cos(r)











(3.8)

Next, it is noted that the normal vetor that ontains three values also has a

onstraint whih is that the norm of the vetor must be unity. Using this onstraint

allows for the normal vetor to be desribed using spherial oordinates. One will

reall that spherial oordinates are de�ned using three values, the radial distane

from the origin to the point, the olatitude angle ϕ, and the azimuth angle φ.

However, the onstraint of the norm of the normal vetor being unity means that

the radius value of the spherial oordinates will always be unity, whih results in

the normal vetor being desribed by two angles whih will be noted as ϕn andφn.

A normal vetor is onstruted using these angles in the following manner:

n =











cos(φn)sin(ϕn)

sin(φn)sin(ϕn)

cos(ϕn)











(3.9)
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At this point, R and n are de�ned by �ve parameters whih leaves three param-

eters to de�ne the translation vetor t and the distane value d. One representation

ould ombine t and d together to reate a vetor
t
d
whih has three degrees of

freedom. This, however has the potential to ause problems beause t and d will be

related to eah other. Instead this work represents t and d independently where, t

is represented as a unit vetor, in the same manner as n, with angles ϕt and φt and

d is its own degree of freedom.

t =











cos(φt)sin(ϕt)

sin(φt)sin(ϕt)

cos(ϕt)











(3.10)

Using the representations desribed, a homography is de�ned by the following

parameter vetor:

θ = [r, p, y, ϕt, φt, ϕn, φn, d]T (3.11)

It is noted that this representation does ontain singularities sine spherial o-

ordinates are used to de�ne the normal and translation vetors.

The three angles that make up the rotation matrix (r, p, y) and the two angles

that de�ne the translation vetor (ϕt, φt) will be referred to as the motion parameters

in this work. The remaining parameters in (3.11) will be referred to as the plane

parameters sine these are the parameters whih de�ne a unique planar homography.

Treating this set of parameters as two subsets of parameters does have advantages

whih will be disussed in the next setion.



Chapter 4

Clustering Homographies Using EM

As stated in Setion 1.2, this work proposes a set of algorithms that an be used to

segment planar regions in two images of a sene. These algorithms treat the problem

of planar segmentation as an inomplete data problem where the parameters to be

estimated are the ones that de�ne the homographies indued by the planar regions

in the sene. This inomplete data problem motivates the employment of the Expe-

tation Maximization (EM) algorithm in [30℄ along with a likelihood funtion that is

based upon the homography onstraint desribed in Setion 3.2. In this setion, a

brief overview of the Expetation Maximization algorithm is provided followed by

a model that an be used to desribe how the point orrespondenes are observed.

This setion then presents the proposed algorithms for planar segmentation that use

EM to luster the point orrespondenes.

4.1 Expetation Maximization

First generalized by Dempster et. al in [30℄, the Expetation Maximization (EM)

algorithm is a method ommonly used for alulating maximum likelihood estimates

of parameters of statistial models from inomplete data. The problem of inomplete

data an take on many forms ranging from observation data that is missing to latent

variables that annot be diretly observed. In these ases, there exists a likelihood

funtion that depends on the omplete data set whih is omprised of both the

observed data and the missing data. In order to estimate the model parameters

25
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whih maximize this likelihood, the EM algorithm iterates between an expetation

step and a maximization step. In the expetation step, or E-Step, the expetation

of the likelihood funtion with respet to the missing data is alulated based on

the urrent estimate of the model parameters. In the maximization step or M-

Step, a new set of model parameters is alulated whih maximizes the expeted

likelihood derived in the E-Step. The algorithm iterates between these two steps

until a onvergene riterion is met. While this algorithm has a wide appliability to

many problems, this setion fouses on the use of EM for unsupervised lustering.

The appliation of EM for lustering is ommon in pattern reognition. In a

typial lustering appliation, observed data needs to be grouped into di�erent lus-

ters based on models whose parameters are unknown. In this appliation, the latent

variable is the label that assoiates eah observation to the model that generated it.

The ombination of the observed data and the unobserved labels form the omplete

data set. In the E-Step, the expetation of the omplete data likelihood is taken

with respet to the labels, while the M-Step alulates a new set of parameters that

maximizes this likelihood. When the algorithm onverges, the model parameters

are known and lustering an be done based on whih model best desribes the

observation.

4.2 Data Model

Before desribing how EM is applied to the problem of planar segmentation it is

important to establish a model that illustrates the underlying proess that produes

the set of point orrespondenes observed between two images. This model will help

to identify the variables in the omplete data set and the model parameters that the

EM algorithm will need to estimate. Figure 4.1 provides a graphial representation

of this underlying proess.

By looking at the model, it an be seen that four nodes exist whih orrespond

to the four variables that make up the omplete data set. The �rst node labeled

xn represents the variable whih orresponds to the point deteted in the �rst im-

age having oordinates [u, v]T . This point is assumed to be drawn from a disrete
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Figure 4.1: Graphial representation of a set of N point orrespondenes with ob-

served data points xn, x′
n and latent variables zn, hn.

uniform random distribution whose domain is the image plane. The seond node

denoted by zn represents the label of the data and is drawn from a disrete uniform

random distribution de�ned by π = [π1...πk...πK ]T whih ontains the probability

of observing a label zn. This label orresponds to the kth planar region that the

observed point orrespondene will belong to. The third node, denoted by hn, is

an eight dimensional vetor of homography parameters shown in equation (3.11).

This variable is observed from a Gaussian mixture model de�ned by the set of mean

vetors in µ and set of ovariane matries in Σh. Eah of the K Gaussian distri-

butions orresponds to one of the K planar regions in the sene. That is, the mean

vetor of eah of these Gaussians is a vetor µk whih ontains the parameters of the

homography that is indued by the kth plane in the sene. The arrow between the

nodes of zn and hn indiates that the Gaussian whih hn is observed from depends

on the label zn.

The last node in the graph labeled x′
n represents the variable that orresponds

to the point observed in the seond image with oordinates [u′, v′]T . As indiated

by the arrows in the �gure, x′
n is dependent on the observed values of xn and hn.
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Spei�ally, x′
n is de�ned by a Gaussian distribution with a mean that is de�ned

by projeting the observed value of xn into the seond image using the homography

transformation that is de�ned by the parameters in hn. This mean value solidi�es

the fat that the point orrespondene xn and x′
n belongs to the planar region

assoiated with label zn and will uphold the homography onstraint sine x′
n was

generated using xn and hn. We note that in order to use the homography onstraint,

the points xn and x′
n must be represented using homogeneous oordinates. This

is done by simply appending a one to eah of the points oordinates to give the

homogeneous oordinates xn = [u, v, 1]T and x′
n = [u′, v′, 1]T . The ovariane Σx of

this distribution is used to model the noise that ours from mathing orresponding

points in two images.

4.3 Case 1: Clustering Homography Parameters

Using the model previously de�ned we now present our �rst approah that uses

the EM algorithm to lassify point orrespondenes. From the model we note that

the only observed data is the point orrespondenes between the two images, while

homography hn and label zn are latent variables. We immediately notie that this

problem an be simpli�ed if we ould infer the latent homographies using the point

orrespondenes. This would redue the graph in Figure 4.1 to the one in Figure

4.2.

In Figure 4.2 the observed points have been eliminated and are represented by an

observed homography whih is inferred from the point orrespondenes. Calulating

a homography for eah point orrespondene is not a trivial task and is disussed

in detail in Setion 4.3.1. The rest of this setion assumes that a homography has

been assigned to eah orrespondene using one of the methods desribed in that

setion.

Assuming that a homography an be alulated for eah point orrespondene,

lassi�ation an be done based on whih Gaussian in the mixture model best de-

sribes the observed homography. Unfortunately, the model parameters µ and Σh of

these Gaussians are unknown and need to be estimated from the observed homogra-
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Figure 4.2: Simpli�ed graphial representation of a set of N homography vetors

inferred from the point orrespondenes.

phies. However, this estimation annot be done beause the labels of the observed

homographies are unknown.

We reall, that the purpose of the EM algorithm is to solve the exat problem

we just desribed where model parameters need to be estimated from an inomplete

data set. Appliation of the EM algorithm requires us to provide a likelihood of the

omplete data set whih onsists of the observed homographies and the unknown

labels based on a set of model parameters. This likelihood is de�ned as the following:

p(H, Z|µ,Σh, π) =
N
∏

n=1

K
∏

k=1

N (hn|µk, Σhk)
znkπznk

k

where µ and Σh are the set of means and ovarianes of the Gaussians in the

mixture model, H is the set of inferred homographies, and Z is the set of unobserved

labels. In this equation, the value of znk orresponds to the label of the nth observed

homography. This variable takes a value of one when k is equal to the observation's

orret label and zero otherwise. It is easier to work with the log likelihood of the

omplete data, whih is provided below:

ln p(H, Z|µ,Σh, π) =
N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

znk{ln πk + ln N (hn|µk, Σhk)} (4.1)

The E-Step onsists of taking the expetation of the log likelihood in (4.1) with
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respet to the latent variables in Z whih results in the following equation:

E[ln p(H, Z|µ,Σh, π)] =
N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

p(znk|hn){ln πk + ln N (hn|µk, Σhk)} (4.2)

where p(znk|hn) is de�ned using Bayes Theorem:

p(znk|hn) =
πkN (hn|µk, Σhk)

∑K

j=1 πjN (hn|µj, Σhj)
(4.3)

The M-Step then alulates a set of model parameters that maximizes the ex-

peted value of the log likelihood alulated in (4.2). Solving for the model param-

eters involves taking the derivative of (4.2) with respet to µk, Σhk, and πk, setting

these derivatives to zero to solve for µk, Σhk, and πk. Sine this appliation of EM

is the ommon Gaussian mixture deomposition, these derivations are omitted and

only the alulations for µk, Σhk, and πk are provided:

µk =
N
∑

n=1

p(znk|hn)hn

p(znk|hn)
(4.4)

Σhk =
N
∑

n=1

p(znk|hn)(hn − µk)(hn − µk)
T

p(znk|hn)
(4.5)

πk =

∑N

n=1 p(znk|hn)

N
(4.6)

Now that we have de�ned how EM an be used to estimate the model parame-

ters, we an now present our algorithm for planar detetion using EM. Our algorithm

begins with the olletion of point orrespondenes between two images. A homog-

raphy is then alulated for eah point orrespondene using one of the methods in

Setion 4.3.1. We then use the EM algorithm to estimate the sets of means, ovari-

anes, and label priors in µ, Σh, and π using the alulated homographies. In the

E-Step (4.3) is used to alulate the posterior probability of the labels, while equa-

tions (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) use these probabilities to update the estimates of the

model parameters in the M-Step. These steps iterate until the hange in model pa-
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rameters between iterations falls below a prede�ned threshold. After onvergene,

the model parameters are then used to lassify eah of the homographies. This

lassi�ation an then be diretly applied to the point orrespondenes.

4.3.1 Inferring Homographies

In the previous setion, a lassi�ation algorithm was presented whih makes a

simpli�ation to the model presented in Figure 4.1. This simpli�ation requires

that a homography be inferred for eah point orrespondene, whih is not a trivial

task sine a homography has eight degrees of freedom while a point orrespondene

has two onstraints. This requires that at least three other point orrespondenes

must be used with the point orrespondene that the homography is being alulated

for. After a set of point orrespondenes has been found, the homography of the

set of points an be determined using one of the methods in Setion 3.3 and the

individual homography parameters an be retrieved using the deomposition method

mentioned in Setion 3.4. The rest of this setion desribes some possible methods

for obtaining a set of point orrespondenes that an be used to de�ne a homography.

Before desribing the methods for obtaining a set of orrespondenes we �rst

provide two onstraints that we impose on the set. The �rst onstraint is that three

or more points in the set annot be ollinear. Collinear points will not fully onstrain

the homography resulting in a degenerate homography alulation. Seond, and

most importantly, the points should be oplanar. Points that are not oplanar will

provide a poor estimate of the homography sine the homography that is �tted

will try to minimize the mapping error for all of the orrespondenes in the set. A

set of point orrespondenes that �ts these onstraints should provide a su�ient

estimation of the homography parameters.

One of the �rst methods we present is the naive random sampling. While the

ollinearity onstraint an be heked for eah sampled point, there is no way to

ensure that the points seleted will be oplanar. A way to modify the random

sampling is to adopt a method similar to the one in [22℄ where a prior distribution is

set around the point orrespondene we are onstruting a set for. Even though this

approah does not ompletely ensure that the set will be oplanar, it does promote
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hoosing points that are in lose proximity to one another. These points will have

a higher probability of belonging to the same planar region in the sene.

A seond method that ould be used is presented in [20℄. In that work, point

groups are seleted based on a Delaunay triangulation. Groups an then be formed

based on this triangulation. Similar to the previous method, this method promotes

sets of points that are in lose proximity to one another. However, one disadvantage

of methods that promote lose points is that points that are too lose together

run the risk of estimating a noisy homography, sine the points ontain noise from

mathing. The authors in [20℄ addressed this problem by adding a step that �ltered

triangles that did not over a large enough area.

The last method we present uses the idea of the projetive invariant mentioned

in [19℄. This invariant an be used to detet if a set of points are indeed oplanar.

Using this oplanarity test, groups ould be hosen in suh a way to over a ertain

sized area, while still upholding the oplanarity onstraint.

While the previous methods of set seletion an be used to estimate a homog-

raphy for eah point orrespondene, we point out that eah introdues some type

of ad-ho parameters that ompromises the robustness of the methods. A bet-

ter approah to planar detetion would be to eliminate the need of estimating the

homographies and applying the EM algorithm diretly to the observed point orre-

spondenes.

4.4 Case 2: Clustering Points

The previous approah simpli�ed the model in Figure 4.1 by attempting to assign

a homography to eah point orrespondene. This allowed the problem of planar

detetion to be represented as a Gaussian mixture deomposition problem whih

used EM to obtain the model parameters. The simpli�ation of the model, however,

required that sets of points be grouped together in order to estimate a homography

for eah orrespondene. By doing this, the robustness of the algorithm su�ers sine

the point sets annot ompletely guarantee that the estimated homography is a lose

approximate to the true homography that generated the data.
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A more robust approah would be an algorithm that makes diret use of the

observed point orrespondenes. However, diretly using the point orrespondenes

introdues a seond latent variable whih is the unobserved homography hn. This

latent variable adds additional omplexity to the EM algorithm, meaning that the

expetation of the omplete data log likelihood has to be taken with respet to the

labels and the homographies. This motivates us to �nd a way to approximate the

omplete data likelihood so that its alulation does not depend on the observed

homographies. By de�ning a likelihood that is independent of the homographies,

the appliation of the EM will be signi�antly easier.

4.4.1 Approximate Likelihood Funtion

We begin by onstruting the omplete data likelihood from the graph in Figure 4.1

whih takes the form:

p(X ′, X,H, Z|µ, Σh, Σx, β, π) =
N
∏

n=1

K
∏

k=1

p(x′
n,xn,hn|µk, Σhk, Σx, β)znkπznk

k (4.7)

where X and X ′ are the sets of observed point orrespondenes, H is the set of

homographies, Z is the set of labels, and β represents the set of parameters that

govern the uniform distribution that X is observed from. The joint probability on

the right hand side of (4.7) an be broken down into the produt of onditional

probabilities shown below:

p(x′
n,xn,hn|µk, Σhk, Σx, β) = p(x′

n,hn|xn, Σx, µk, Σhk) p(xn|β) (4.8)

Using this representation we notie that we have a joint probability distribution

for x
′
n and hn. This joint distribution an be broken down further into the following

onditional probabilities:

p(x′
n,hn|xn, Σx, µk, Σhk) = p(x′

n|hn,xn, Σx) p(hn|µk, Σhk) (4.9)

where we reall p(x′
n|hn,xn, Σx) is de�ned by a Gaussian whose mean is de�ned
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by hn and xn and ovariane Σx, while p(hn|µk, Σhk) is a Gaussian with mean µk

and ovariane Σhk.

As we mentioned, our goal is to de�ne an approximation to the omplete data

likelihood that is independent of the latent homographies. We notie that in (4.9)

we an eliminate the latent homographies by marginalizing (4.9) with respet to hn.

This is done by integrating (4.9) over all possible values of hn shown below:

p(x′
n|xn, Σx, µk, Σhk) =

∫

hn

p(x′
n,hn|xn, Σx, µk, Σhk) (4.10)

The integral in (4.10) may appear daunting, but we note that a onstraint an

be applied to the model in Figure 4.1. That is, we an make the assumption that the

ovarianes of the Gaussians in the mixture model that produes hn are equivalent

to eah other and are omposed of extremely small varianes. This allows us to take

the limit of the integral in (4.10) whih beomes:

lim

∫

hn

p(x′
n|hn,xn, Σx) p(hn|µk, Σhk) = p(x′

n|µk,xn, Σx)

where p(x′
n|µk,xn, Σx) is a Gaussian whose mean is de�ned by µk and xn.

Another way to visualize this approximation is to think of two one dimensional

normally distributed variables W and Q where the mean of the distribution of W is

Q. The joint distribution of W and Q is then written as

p(W,Q) = p(W |Q)p(Q) = N ( N (µQ, σQ) , σW ) N (µQ, σQ)

where µQ, σQ , and σW are the mean of Q, variane of Q, and variane of

W . Intuitively, one an see that as the variane of Q approahes zero, the joint

distribution an be represented by N (µQ , σW ).

This assumption is valid to make with regards to planar detetion beause the

underlying planes that generate the observed data should hardly ontain any vari-

ane. In the previous approah, the ovarianes in Σh took into aount the errors

of inferring the homographies for eah point orrespondene. However, sine this

approah uses the point orrespondenes diretly, the only error that is enountered

omes from the mathing algorithm that was used to obtain the point orrespon-
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denes whih is desribed by Σx.

This approximation allows us to de�ne the omplete data likelihood as the fol-

lowing:

p(X ′, X, Z|µ, Σh, Σx, β, π) =
N
∏

n=1

K
∏

k=1

{p(x′
n|µk, Σx,xn) p(xn|β)}znkπznk

k (4.11)

We note that in (4.11) this approximation of the omplete data likelihood does

not rely on the latent homographies.

4.4.2 Applying Expetation Maximization

In the previous setion, we presented an approximation to the omplete data like-

lihood. Using this likelihood we an now derive the equations used by the EM

algorithm. We start by denoting whih model parameters of Figure 4.1 are known

and do not need to be estimated. First, our approximation in the previous setion

requires that we do not need to know the ovarianes in Σh sine the assumption is

that these varianes are negligible. Also, we an assume that the parameters in β

are known sine we know the domain that the uniformly random distribution oper-

ates on. Lastly, the ovariane Σx, whih models the mathing noise, an be learned

empirially whih we do in Setion 5.1. This leaves us with the parameters in π and

µ whih need to be estimated. One again, we enounter the problem where model

parameters need to be estimated from an inomplete data set whih we will solve

by using the EM algorithm. Unfortunately, this appliation will not be as trivial as

the previous approah, and will require us to modify the maximization step of the

algorithm.

As before, the �rst step is the E-Step whih requires us to take the expetation

of the log of the likelihood funtion in (4.11) with respet to the latent variables of

the model. Sine our approximation to the omplete data likelihood does not rely

on the latent homographies, we only need to take the expetation with respet to

the labels. The expetation of the log likelihood with respet to the latent variable

znk is:
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E[ln p(X′,X,Z|µ,Σh,Σx,β,π)]=
PN

n=1

Pk
k=1 p(znk|x′

n){ln πk+ln p(x′

n|µk,xn,Σx)+ln p(xn|β)} (4.12)

where p(znk|x′
n) is de�ned using Bayes Theorem:

p(znk|x′
n) =

πk p(x′
n|µk,xn, Σx)

∑K

j=1 πjp(x′
n|µj,xn, Σx)

(4.13)

We reall that the purpose of the following M-Step is to then alulate the values

in π and µ that maximize the expeted log likelihood in (4.12). The standard method

to obtaining equations to alulate these maximum likelihood values requires us to

set the partial derivatives of (4.12) with respet to πk and µk to zero and solving

for the values in πk and µk. We use this method to derive the maximum likelihood

update equation for πk.

First, we note that there is a ontraint on the values of πk sine they form a

disrete distribution whih is:

K
∑

k=1

πk = 1

In order to take this onstraint into aount, a Lagrange multiplier is used when

de�ning the expeted log likelihood. We then take the derivative of the expeted

log likelihood and Lagrange multiplier with respet to πk whih is shown in the

following:

δ

δπk

E[ln p(X ′, X, Z|µ, Σh, Σx, β, π)] +
δ

δπk

λ

(

K
∑

k=1

πk − 1

)

=
N
∑

n=1

p(znk|x′
n)

1

πk

+ λ

(4.14)

We then set the derivative in (4.14) to zero and rearrange the terms to get λ and

πk on the left hand side.

−λπk =
N
∑

n=1

p(znk|x′
n) (4.15)

Solving for λ requires that both sides of (4.15) be summed over all values of k,
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whih results in −λ = N . Substituting −N in (4.15) for λ and solving for πk gives

the following equation to alulate the maximum likelihood value of πk.

πk =

∑N

n=1 p(znk|x′
n,xn)

N
(4.16)

Using the same tehnique to derive the maximum likelihood update equation for

µk requires us to take the derivative of (4.12) with respet to µk and set it equal to

zero:

δ

δµk

N
∑

n=1

p(znk|x′
n,xn)

(

−1

2
f(x′

n, µk,xn)T Σ−1
x f(x′

n, µk,xn)

)

= 0 (4.17)

In equation (4.17), we notie the introdution of the funtion f(.). We reall

that p(x′
n|µk,xn, Σx) is a Gaussian with ovariane Σx and a mean that is de�ned

by µk and xn. The funtion f(.) is used to alulate the di�erene between the mean

of this distribution and the observed value of x
′
n. Spei�ally, this funtion takes

the parameters in µk and alulates the orresponding rotation matrix, translation

vetor, normal vetor, and distane value that de�ne the homography indued by

the planar region using the representations in (3.8), (3.10), and (3.9). These are then

ombined to form a homography using equation (3.7). The resulting homography

H is used with xn to �nd the mean value of the Gaussian distribution using the

homography onstraint. The funtion then alulates and returns the di�erene

between x
′
n and the mean value de�ned by H and xn shown below:

f(x′
n, µk,xn) =





f1

f2





where

f1 =

(

h11u + h12v + h13

h31u + h32v + h33

)

− u′

f2 =

(

h21u + h22v + h23

h31u + h32v + h33

)

− v′
(4.18)
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In (4.18) we notie the division by the third row of the homography parameters

whih onverts the transformed point Hxn from the projetive oordinate system

to the eulidean oordinate system of the image plane.

Solving for the individual parameters in µk requires us to take the representations

in (3.8), (3.10), and (3.9) to alulate the orresponding values of R, t, n, and d and

fator them into the equation in (3.7). The resulting homography then needs to be

fatored into (4.18) whih in turn needs to be substituted into (4.17). The equation

in (4.17) then needs to be solved for the individual parameters in µk.

It is lear to see that this solution to alulating the µk that maximizes (4.12) is

impratial. Instead, we propose two methods to avoid suh a solution in the next

two setions. Both provide a modi�ed M-Step in our EM algorithm whih allows

for a maximum likelihood solution for µk to be alulated.

4.4.3 Modi�ed Expetation Maximization (MEM)

Now that we have de�ned how EM an be used to estimate the model parameters,

we an present our algorithm for planar detetion using our modi�ed EM algorithm.

Our algorithm starts by olleting point orrespondenes between two images. We

then use the modi�ed EM algorithm to estimate the model parameters µ and π

using the point orrespondenes. In the E-Step, (4.13) is used to alulate the

posterior probability of the labels given the point orrespondenes. These posterior

probabilities are then used in the modi�ed M-Step whih inorporates one of the

following disussed methods to obtain the values of µ and π that maximize the

expeted log likelihood. These steps iterate until the hange in model parameters

between iterations falls below a threshold. After onvergene, the model parameters

are then used to lassify eah of the point orrespondenes based on their posterior

probabilities.

4.5 MEM using Optimization

As previously mentioned, a losed form solution to determining the values in µk is

impratial and a method is needed to determine the values in µk that maximize the
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expeted log likelihood in (4.12). We notie from (4.12) that the µk that maximizes

the expeted value of the log likelihood is the one that maximizes p(x′
n|µk,xn, Σx)

by minimizing the funtion f(x′
n, µk,xn). Using this knowledge, one method for es-

timating µk is to employ a non-linear optimization whose objetive funtion is based

on f(x′
n, µk,xn). The goal of this optimization is to minimize the sum of squared

error values returned from f(x′
n, µk,xn) for the set of point orrespondenes. This

method is similar to the maximum likelihood solution for homography estimation

provided in setion 3.3.2.

The problem with this method is that the optimization will �nd a value for µk

that minimizes the error from f(x′
n, µk,xn) for all of the point orrespondenes in

the image pair. Doing so will estimate a µk that will not desribe the homogra-

phy of the kth planar region sine the optimization uses all points orrespondenes

whih belong to several di�erent planar regions. In order for this optimization to

be suessful, we need a way to minimize the e�et of orrespondenes that do not

belong to the kth planar region. This is ahieved by weighting the error values for a

point orrespondene by the orrespondene's posterior probability p(znk|x′
n). This

will weight the errors in suh a way so that point orrespondenes with a higher

probability of belonging to the kth planar region are weighted heavier in the op-

timization while orrespondenes that do not belong to the kth planar region will

be weighted with low probabilities (ideally 0) and have little to no e�et on the

optimization. This weighted optimization re�ets the original purpose of the M-

Step whih maximizes (4.12) while taking into aount the posterior probabilities

p(znk|x′
n).

For the implementations provided in this work, the optimization used is the

Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm [31℄. This optimization was ideal beause it uses

only funtion evaluations to searh. While this optimization was used exlusively

in this work, we do note that any non-linear optimization should su�e for the

modi�ed M-Step. Our hoie for the Nelder-Mead Simplex omes from its simple

implementation and quik onvergene.
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4.6 MEM using Kalman Filtering

Using a non-linear optimization is an e�etive way to implement the modi�ed M-

Step of the MEM algorithm. In this setion an alternative method based on Kalman

Filtering is presented that an also be used as an M-Step for the MEM algorithm.

This setion begins by providing an overview of the Kalman Filter followed by the

derivation of the Kalman Filter based M-Step. Following the derivation is a seond

appliation and derivation of Kalman �ltering that an be applied to planar detetion

and an serve as a simpli�ation to the MEM algorithm.

4.6.1 The Kalman Filter

The Kalman Filter [32℄ is a reursive �lter that is used to estimate the state of a

proess from noisy measurements. The reursive nature of the Kalman Filter allows

for the estimate of the state to be updated eah time a new measurement is obtained

without having to retain any of the previous measurements. Two equations are used

to desribe the proess in question when using a Kalman Filter: 1) the equation

that governs the proess and 2) the measurement equation. The purpose of the

�rst equation is to model the evolution of the state of the proess over time. This

equation takes the following form:

pk = Apk−1 + wk−1 (4.19)

where pk and pk−1 are the states of the system at times k and k− 1 respetively,

the matrix A models how the state hanges over time, and wk−1 is the proess noise

that is assumed to follow a normal distribution with ovariane Q. The measurement

equation is used to relate the state to an observed measurement and takes the form:

yk = Mpk + uk (4.20)

where yk is the observed measurement, M is the measurement matrix that relates

the state to the measurement, pk is the state of the system, and uk is the observed

measurement noise that follows a normal distribution with ovariane U .
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The Kalman Filter operates by iterating between two steps: Predition and Up-

date. In the predition step, (4.19) is used to estimate the state of the system whih

will be denoted as p−k . This state predition will have an unertainty assoiated with

it whih is denoted as P−
k and is alulated using the following equation:

P−
k = APk−1A

T + Q

It is noted that both the estimated state and the unertainty assoiated with the

state ontain super sripts of (-) to denote that these are the apriori estimates of

these values, that is, the estimates of these values before a measurement is observed.

The update step of the Kalman Filter is used to determine the aposteriori values

of p−k and P−
k when a measurement is observed. This is done using the following

equations:

pk = p−k + Kk(yk − Mp−k ) (4.21)

Pk = (1 − KkM)P−
k (4.22)

Both (4.21) and (4.22) introdue the parameter, Kk, whih is known as the

Kalman Gain and is alulated using the equation below:

Kk = P−
k MT (MP−

k MT + U)−1
(4.23)

The Kalman Gain an be viewed as a blending fator that ombines the predited

value and the value of the state inferred from the noisy measurement to obtain an

estimate that is more aurate than either one alone. Upon inspeting (4.23) it an

be seen that when the unertainty in the predition (P−
k ) approahes zero, Kk goes

to zero and the aposteriori estimate of the state is the apriori estimate. Conversely,

if the unertainty in the measurement (U) approahes zero, Kk goes to one and

the aposteriori estimate of the state is updated based on the di�erene between the

observed measurement and the predited measurement.
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4.6.2 Kalman Filter Based M-Step

After reviewing the Kalman Filter in Setion 4.6.1 an explanation an now be pro-

vided on how the �lter an be used to develop an alternative modi�ed M-Step for

the MEM algorithm. In order to apply Kalman Filtering in the M-Step we must

�rst de�ne the proess whose state we are trying to estimate with the Kalman

Filter. This proess is the one illustrated in Figure 4.1 whih produes the point

orrespondenes observed in a planar detetion problem. However when deriving

the Kalman Filter based M-Step one simpli�ation is required to be made to this

proess. Spei�ally, it will need to be assumed that only one label is generated in

this proess suh that π = 1. From the �gure it is easy to determine that the state

of the proess is ontained in µk. One property to note is that the values in µk will

not evolve over time. This simpli�es (4.19) in the predition step to:

pk = pk−1 + wk−1 (4.24)

where A has been replaed with the identity matrix. In the proess in Figure

4.1 the parameters in µk are used to produe sets of point orrespondenes. These

point orrespondenes will serve as the noisy measurements that the Kalman Filter

will use to estimate the state.

This assignment of noisy measurements and state implies that the Kalman Filter

based M-Step will be using the point orrespondenes to estimate the parameters

in µk. This oinides perfetly with the purpose of the M-Step of the EM algorithm

where the parameters in µk need to be updated using the point orrespondenes.

Now that the state and measurements have been de�ned, we an proeed to derive

the Kalman Filter equations needed in the Kalman Filter based M-Step.

Applying Kalman Filtering to the above proess requires that any onstraints on

the state parameters must be linearized if they are non-linear. In our appliation we

must �rst de�ne the onstraint equation. We note that (4.18) provides an equation

that an be used as a onstraint when set to 0. This equation is non-linear whih

means that it must be linearized. In order to linearize the equation we must take

the partial derivatives with respet to the measured point orrespondene and the
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estimated values in µk. This results in the following equation:

f(x′
n, µk,xn) = f(x̂′

n, µ̂k,xn) +
df

dxn

(x′
n − x̂′

n) +
df

dµk

(µk − µ̂k) = 0 (4.25)

In this equation, x
′
n is the noiseless value of the point in the seond image that

makes up the orrespondene and µk is the orret value of the parameters whih

we are trying to estimate. These are ontrasted to x̂′
n and µ̂k whih are the observed

measurement and urrent estimate of the state vetor. The above equation an then

be rearranged to form the measurement equation in (4.20) that is neessary for the

Kalman Filter where:

yk = −f(x̂′
n, µ̂k,xn) +

df

dµk

µ̂k

M =
df

dµk

uk =
df

dxn

(x′
n − x̂′

n)

Another parameter of interest is the measurement error ovariane U whih is

de�ned as:

U =
df

dxn

Σx

df

dxn

T

where Σx is the error ovariane from the mathing algorithm in Figure 4.1.

Using this de�nition of the measurement equation, we an present the Kalman

Filter based M-Step. In this M-Step, eah point orrespondene will be onsidered a

noisy measurement that was obtained from the proess. These noisy measurements

will be used by the Kalman Filter to update the estimate of the parameters in µk.

The predition step of the Kalman Filter is simpli�ed to the equation in (4.24)

sine the state vetor does not evolve over time. In the update step of the Kalman

Filter, the following equations are used to update the parameters in µk and their

unertainty:
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µ̂k+1 = µ̂k + K(yk − Mµ̂k) (4.26)

K = PkM
T (U + MPkM

T )−1

Pk+1 = (I − K)Pk

The Kalman Filter iterates until all of the point orrespondenes are used to

update the parameters in µk. It is noted that in the Kalman Filter based M-Step

this step is exeuted to estimate the values for eah µk where k = 1, .., k, ..,K and K

is the number of labels. Last we note that a similar problem exists for this M-Step

that existed in the optimization based M-Step. This problem is that not all of the

point orrespondenes are produed by the µkthat is being estimated. This would

be the equivalent of using measurements from a di�erent proess to estimate the

state of our proess. To remedy this problem two steps an be taken. First, when

we use the point orrespondenes to update µk we an enfore an order of whih

orrespondenes to use �rst. This order an be based on the posterior probabilities

assigned to the point orrespondenes where the orrespondenes with the highest

posterior probability are used �rst. The purpose of this strategy is based on the fat

that the unertainty in the state vetor dereases with eah sample that is used to

estimate the state vetor. This means that the Kalman gain (K) will derease with

eah measurement that is used. By using the highest probability orrespondenes

�rst, we allow these orrespondenes to have the greatest e�et on the update of µk

sine the Kalman Gain will be larger for these orrespondenes. Another method

that an be inorporated is to modify the update of µk in (4.26) to take into aount

the posterior probability of the orrespondene as shown below:

µ̂k+1 = µ̂k + p(znk|x′
n)K(yk − Mµ̂k)

This would ensure that orrespondenes that were not generated by µk do not

ontribute to its estimation sine they will have low posterior probabilities.
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In this setion a modi�ed M-Step that uses a Kalman Filter to estimate the pa-

rameters in µkusing the point orrespondenes was presented. This M-Step works by

treating µk as the state vetor and the point orrespondenes as noisy observations.

Inorporating a Kalman Filter in the M-Step ensures that we are estimating the

parameters in µk that generated the observed point orrespondenes, whih is the

original purpose of the M-Step of the EM algorithm. The next setion will provide

another appliation of the Kalman Filter that will redue the number of parameters

to be estimated by the MEM algorithm.

4.7 Kalman Filter For Motion Parameters

The previous setions presented the MEM algorithm whih an be used for estimat-

ing the model parameters of the proess in Figure 4.1. These model parameters are

again the priors of the labels in π and the means of the gaussian distributions that

the homography parameters are drawn from, µk, where eah gaussian orresponds to

one planar region in the sene. Two implementations were presented for the modi�ed

M-Step of the MEM algorithm: one that uses an optimization and another based

on a Kalman Filter. Using either implementation, the MEM algorithm presented

up to this point is used to estimate all of these parameters, however, in this setion

methods are presented that an be used to redue the number of parameters that

need to be estimated by the MEM algorithm. These redutions will our in the

parameter vetor µk.

To begin, we reall the values that µk onsists of the following parameters listed

below:

µk = [r, p, y, ϕt, φt, ϕn, φn, d]T

where r,p, and y are the rotation angles that ompose the rotation matrix of

the transformation between the ameras, ϕt and φt are the angles that desribe the

translation vetor of the transformation between the ameras, ϕnandφn desribe the

normal vetor of the plane and d is the distane from the amera enter of the �rst

amera to the plane along the normal desribed by ϕnandφn. We note that either
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implementation of the MEM algorithm desribed thus far will solve for all of these

parameters for eah homography whih results in solving for 8K parameters where

K is the number of planes in the sene.

While solving for 8K parameters is orret, it is noted that in many ases this

will be unneessary. The ases that we are referring to are those in whih the planes

stay stati in the sene with respet to one another. This situation arises in many

ways suh as when the planes belong to a single rigid objet suh as a building,

or when images of the sene are aptured by two di�erent ameras simultaneously.

When this property is upheld, the parameters that make up the rotation matrix

(r, p, y) and the two angles that make up the translation vetor (ϕt, φt) will be

the same for every plane in the sene. This results in the number of parameters

that must be estimated by the MEM algorithm to derease to 5 + 3K parameters.

In terms of the implementations, this redution of parameters hanges how the

modi�ed M-Step operates. For the optimization based M-Step this hange an

be implemented by optimizing the 5 + 3K parameters all at one as opposed to

K individual optimizations of 8 parameters. The Kalman Filter based method is

harder to adapt and would require interleaving the �ltering for eah planar region's

parameters. That is, a point orrespondene that has a high posterior probability

for u1 is used to �lter the estimate of the parameters ϕn, φn, d in u1 and then the

point is used to �lter the estimate of the global parameters for all of the u′
ks. The

next point would have a high probability for µ2 and would do a similar update. This

would repeat for all u′
ks.

While this onept o�ers a redution in the number of parameters to estimate,

it is noted that the optimal solution to the redution of the number of parameters

would be to solve for the motion parameters (r, p, y, ϕt, φt) that are ommon for all

the planar regions outside of the MEM algorithm. Reall that the motivation for

using MEM to estimate the u′
ks for eah planar region stems from the fat that this

is a problem of inomplete data where the labels of the point orrespondenes are

unknown. However, when the above transformation onstraints are upheld, all of the

observed point orrespondenes share the same motion parameters and the problem

of not knowing the orrespondenes' labels beomes irrelevant. This means that
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there is no justi�ation for using MEM sine the data set an be viewed as being

omplete. Solving for the motion parameters before the MEM algorithm redues

the number of parameters to estimate from 8K parameters down to 3K. While this

redution of parameters may seem small when ompared to the implementation that

estimates 5 + 3K parameters, we note that one advantage of solving for the motion

parameters before the MEM is that we are able to use independent optimizations

and/or Kalman Filtering M-Steps again.

In light of this realization, it is noted that the most ommon method used to

estimate the motion parameters between two images is through deomposing the

fundamental matrix. Solving for the fundamental matrix is straight forward and

an be done using a least squares tehnique. However, due to noise in the mathing,

it is preferred that a robust estimation tehnique, suh as RANSAC, is used to

estimate the fundamental matrix. This insures that gross outliers will not have an

ill e�et on the omputation of the fundamental matrix. Even though the use of

a robust estimation tehnique is bene�ial when dealing with outliers, the robust

estimation tehniques themselves have shortomings. Spei�ally, sine RANSAC is

based on random sampling, we are not guaranteed that we would arrive at the exat

solution for the fundamental matrix of a set of point orrespondenes if we were to

apply RANSAC multiple times. In addition to this, the fundamental matrix that is

estimated by the robust estimation tehnique will always be noisy sine tehniques

suh as RANSAC have no means to take into aount the presene of noise that exists

in the orrespondenes. The deomposition of the noisy fundamental matrix will

produe noisy motion parameters whih will ompromise the estimation performed

by the MEM algorithm sine these parameters will be held onstant.

Sine the presene of noise in the point orrespondenes will always in�uene the

outome of the robust estimation tehniques, it would be ideal to estimate the motion

parameters using a method that takes into aount the presene of noise. We reall

that this is the exat purpose of the Kalman Filter; that is, estimating the state of

a proess from noisy measurements. In this ase, the state vetor the Kalman Filter

is estimating onsists of the motion parameters, while the noisy measurements are

the point orrespondenes. By employing Kalman Filtering to estimate the motion
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parameters, we are able to re�ne the noisy estimate that is reeived from a robust

estimation tehnique using the point orrespondenes while taking into aount the

noise that exists in the point orrespondenes. This will result in a more aurate

estimate of the motion parameters whih an then be used by the MEM algorithm.

In the remainder of this setion, the derivation of the neessary Kalman Filter

equations is presented. It will be shown that this derivation requires a unique

approah to 3D reonstrution whih is presented in the next setion.

4.7.1 3D Reonstrution Using Rays

Following a similar path of reasoning in Setion 4.6.2, the �rst step in deriving

the Kalman Filter equations is to de�ne a onstraint equation. One riterion of this

onstraint equation is that it must utilize the motion parameters to be estimated and

the noisy point orrespondenes. A seond riterion is that the onstraint equation

should produe a value of zero when provided a noiseless measurement along with

orret motion parameters. A onstraint equation that satis�es this riteria an be

de�ned based on 3D reonstrution. That is, given a point orrespondene and the

urrent estimate of the motion parameters, a 3D point an be alulated and then

reprojeted bak onto both images. In the presene of noise and inorret motion

parameters, the reprojeted points of the 3D point will not fall on the same loation

of the image planes as the points used to reate the 3D point. The di�erene between

the original points and the reprojeted points an be used to de�ne the onstraint

equation below:

f(x′
n, η,xn) =





f1

f2





where

f1 = (u1 − u
′

1)
2 + (u2 − u

′

2)
2

f2 = (v1 − v
′

1)
2 + (v2 − v

′

2)
2

(4.27)
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In these equations, η is a vetor that ontains the motion parameters (r, p, y, ϕt, φt),

u1andv1 are the oordinates of xn while u2andv2 are the oordinates of x
′
n. The val-

ues u
′

1, v
′

1, u
′

2,and v
′

2 are the oordinates of the reprojeted points that are alulated

using:











s1u
′

1

s1v
′

1

s1











= A1X (4.28)











s2u
′

2

s2v
′

2

s2











= A2[R t]X (4.29)

where A1and A2 are the intrinsi parameters of the ameras that took the im-

ages, R and t are the rotation matrix and translation vetor omposed of the motion

parameters in η whih desribe the transformation between the ameras oordinate

systems andX is the alulated 3D point using the standard method of 3D reon-

strution that is based upon a least squares solution.

Sine the onstraint in (4.27) is non-linear it is neessary that the equation be

linearized. This requires that the partial derivative of the onstraint equation be

taken with respet to the oordinates in x
′
n and the motion parameters in η. It is

here that the short oming of this onstraint equation is exposed. First, taking the

partial derivative of (4.27) requires that (4.28) and (4.29) get fatored into (4.27)

and the partial derivative is taken with respet to the resulting expression. It is

noted that the di�ulty of alulating the partial derivatives of (4.27) is inreased

due to the squared di�erenes that appear. However, this is neessary sine the

di�erenes have the possibility of anelling one another out. As if this task was

not daunting enough, we also point out that the reonstrution of the 3D point

X also depends on the parameters in η whih means that the partial derivatives

of the 3D reonstrution step be taken with respet to the oordinates in x
′
n and

the motion parameters in η. This partial derivative is impratial beause the 3D

reonstrution is based on a least squares method not to mention that if suh a

partial derivative was possible, it would need to be fatored into (4.28) and (4.29)
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as a substitution for X. These problems inherent to this onstraint are too muh

to overome. However, the notion of having a onstraint equation based on 3D

reonstrution is still attrative. This motivates us to de�ne a new method for 3D

reonstrution that is easy to di�erentiate with respet to the motion parameters

and oordinates in x
′
n.

The method of 3D reonstrution we propose is based on �nding the two losest

points on a pair of skew lines. Spei�ally, this method bak projets the point

orrespondene into 3D spae by multiplying the individual points by the inverse of

the amera alibration matries. This results in a ray departing from the enter eah

of the two ameras. In the ase of no noise, these two rays would interset in 3D

spae at the loation of the 3D point we are trying to solve for. Unfortunately, in the

presene of noise or inorret motion parameters, these rays will not interset whih

makes the problem of determining the 3D point di�ult. The standard method of

3D reonstrution essential solves for a point in spae that is the minimum distane

from both of these rays. Sine the point does not lay on either of the rays, it projets

onto a di�erent point of the image planes than the rays. This is the reason that

there are two errors that are taken into aount in the onstraint equation in (4.27).

Instead of �nding a 3D point that is lose to the two rays, our method of 3D

reonstrution fouses on �nding the two losest points of the rays and using one of

them as the reonstruted 3D point. In order to �nd the two losest points on the

rays, we must �rst desribe the rays using a vetor form suh as:

l = p + sd (4.30)

where l is the line, p is the origin of the line, d is the line's diretion vetor, and

s is a magnitude value. When the points in the orrespondene are bak projeted

into spae, we reeive two diretion vetors: d1 and d2. At this point, the lines that

these diretion vetors desribe are:

l1 = s1d1
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l2 = s2d2

We point out that the above line equations di�er from (4.30) in that they pass

through the origin of their respetive amera's oordinate systems so p = [0, 0, 0]T .

However, in order to be able to alulate the minimum distane between these rays,

we must de�ne them in the same oordinate system. By assigning the oordinate

system of the �rst amera to be our referene oordinate system, the equations of

the rays beome:

l1 = s1d1

l2 = t + s2Rd2

We note that the equation for the �rst ray remains the same sine it passes

through the origin of our referene oordinate system. The seond ray's equation,

however, has been modi�ed by the rotation matrix R and translation vetor t that

de�ne the transformation between the two ameras. Using these equations, we an

then solve for the values of s1and s2 that desribe the two losest points on the rays.

In this work, we then de�ne the reonstruted 3D point as being:

X = s1d1

One important property to note about this form of 3D reonstrution is that the

3D point will projet bak onto the exat loation of the original point for one of

the images. This means that all of the error that (4.27) was attempting to apture

from two images is now ontained in one of the images. This allows us to de�ne a

new onstraint equation:

f(x′
n, η,xn) =





f1

f2





where
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f1 = u2 − u
′

2

f2 = v2 − v
′

2

and











s2u
′

2

s2v
′

2

s2











= A2[R t]X

It an be seen that using this method of 3D reonstrution signi�antly simpli-

�es the onstraint equation. In addition to this, it is noted that it is possible to

di�erentiate the 3D reonstrution method with respet to the motion parameters

and the seond point in the point orrespondene. This equation is the one that will

be used to derive the Kalman �lter equations in the next setion.

4.7.2 Kalman Filter Derivation

The previous setion presented a onstraint equation that is linearizable. Using that

equation, the neessary Kalman Filter equations an be derived. Linearization of

this equation results in the following:

f(x′
n, η,xn) = f(x̂′

n, η̂,xn) +
df

dxn

(x′
n − x̂′

n) +
df

dη
(η − η̂) = 0 (4.31)

As with the homography onstraint equation, this equation an be rearranged

into the Kalman Filter measurement equation where:

yk = −f(x̂′
n, η̂,xn) +

df

dη
η̂

M =
df

dη
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uk =
df

dxn

(x′
n − x̂′

n)

The error ovariane U is one again de�ned as:

U =
df

dxn

Σx

df

dxn

T

where Σxis the error ovariane from the mathing algorithm in Figure 4.1. These

equations an then be used to derive a similar set of update equation as in (4.26).

Using the standard Kalman Filter update equations, the estimate of the motion

parameters returned by a robust estimator an be re�ned using all of the olleted

point orrespondenes. This allows us to take into aount the error in the point

orrespondenes when estimating the motion parameters. This results in a more

aurate set of motion parameters for the MEM algorithm to use while reduing the

number of parameters that the MEM algorithm must estimate.

4.8 Case 3: Single Plane Detetion

The last topi we disuss in this hapter is the appliation of the MEM algorithm

to a single plane environment. All the previous disussions and proposed implemen-

tations of the MEM algorithm up to this point have assumed that multiple planes

exist in the environment and the point orrespondenes olleted between the images

belong to one of the planar regions in the sene. While multiple plane estimation is

an important task, extending the MEM algorithm to estimate the parameters of a

single plane is equally important sine there exists many algorithms that an bene�t

from suh estimation, spei�ally algorithms that rely on ground plane detetion.

The di�ulty of extending the MEM algorithm to estimate the parameters of

a single homography omes from the fat that in this type of problem outliers will

be enountered. That is, if all of the point orrespondenes belonged to the single

planar region whose homography parameters are being estimated, there would be no

reason to employ the MEM algorithm sine the labels of the points would be known

(i.e. they belong to the only plane in the sene). The outliers enountered in this
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estimation problem are any point orrespondenes whose 3D point in spae does not

lay on the single plane. The presene of these outliers requires that the standard

MEM framework be modi�ed in order to take them into aount. Unfortunately

this modi�ation is not as straightforward as one would hope.

We reall that in the E-Step of the MEM algorithm the posterior probabilities

of eah label given the point orrespondene is alulated for all of the orrespon-

denes. These posterior probabilities are alulated using the priors for eah label

and the likelihood of the statistial parameters assoiated with the label for a given

point orrespondene. In a single plane setting only two posterior probabilities are

alulated in the E-Step: the posterior probability for the orrespondene being la-

beled as belonging to the plane and the posterior probability of the orrespondene

being labeled as an outlier. This requires that two likelihoods must be alulated.

The �rst likelihood that must be alulated is the likelihood of the statistial

parameters of the homography. Calulating this likelihood is done using the same

equations as before in the multiple plane MEM algorithm. On the other hand, it

is noted that alulating the likelihood of an outlier annot be done in the same

way beause there exist no statistial parameters assoiated with the outlier label.

Beause of this, we must resort to assigning an outlier likelihood value that is based

on the likelihood of the homography. Spei�ally, the likelihood value assigned to

a orrespondene that represents the outlier likelihood value is 1 − p(x′
n|µk,xn, Σx)

where the latter value is the homography likelihood. That is, if the likelihood of

the homography is 1, then the outlier likelihood is equal to 0 and vie versa. By

assigning likelihood values in this manner, we are able to alulate the neessary

posterior probabilities in the E-Step.

This assignment of likelihood values is the only di�erene between an implemen-

tation of MEM that estimates the parameters of a single plane and an implemen-

tation that estimates the parameters of multiple planes. The modi�ation steps

remain the same in both ases where the statistial parameters of the homography

are updated using the point orrespondenes. The e�etiveness of this variation of

MEM will be tested in the following hapter where the algorithm is applied to ground

plane detetion and is ompared with other single model estimation tehniques.
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4.9 Variations of MEM

In this hapter we presented the MEM algorithm whih an be used to estimate the

parameters of multiple planar regions in a sene or to estimate the parameters of a

single planar region in the presene of outliers. In this presentation, many di�erent

variations of the algorithm were mentioned that either vary the number of param-

eters the algorithm estimates or the type of methods used in the modi�ed M-Step.

While all implementations are valid, it is noted that there exist variations of the

algorithm that o�er signi�ant advantages over others in terms of onvergene and

speed. For instane, a variation of MEM that only estimates the normal angles and

distane value will obviously onverge quiker than a variation that estimates all

eight parameters. Furthermore, it is noted that variations of the MEM algorithm

exist that have not been mentioned in this hapter, suh as an MEM algorithm vari-

ation whose M-Step inorporates geneti algorithms. Despite these implementation

di�erenes, all of these implementations still onform to the EM framework where

a set of parameters are being estimated using inomplete data.



Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Modeling the Error Covariane: Σx

In Setion 4.2 a model was presented that desribes the underlying proess whih

produes the point orrespondenes that are observed in a planar detetion problem.

This model takes into aount the noise observed when olleting point orrespon-

denes using a feature mathing algorithm. In the model, this noise is assumed to

be normally distributed with a mean of 0 pixels and a ovariane of Σx. During the

derivation of the MEM algorithm it was assumed that these parameters are onstant

and that the value of Σx ould be determined empirially, thus not needing to be

estimated by the MEM algorithm. When deriving the Kalman Filter based Maxi-

mization Step in Setion 4.6.2 and the Kalman �lter based algorithm for estimating

motion parameters in Setion 4.7, Σx reappears and is one again assumed to follow

a Normal distribution. The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the error

obtained when using a feature mathing algorithm to �nd point orrespondenes in

an image pair, spei�ally, to see if this error follows a normal distribution as it is

assumed in this body of work.

In this work, feature mathing between a pair of images is done by �rst deteting

interest points in both images. Interest point detetion is done by applying the

di�erene of Gaussians funtion to di�erent sales of the images. The resulting set of

interest points are then desribed using the SIFT desriptor. Some of the attrative

features of the SIFT desriptor is its invariane to sale and its immunity to small

56
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a�ne transformations. While the above algorithm is used in many appliations for

feature mathing, the set of math points returned is not perfet. That is, very

rarely will a set of points be an exat math. The question then beomes: Can the

error be modeled using a normal distribution, and if so what are the approximate

statistis that de�ne the distribution? By approximate statistis, we are referring to

�nding a rough neighborhood of values for the standard deviation of the error suh

as 50 pixels, 20 pixels, or less than 10 pixels.

In order to �nd an empirial solution to that question, 2000 orrespondenes

were olleted from images of both outdoor and indoor senes. The ground truth

was then olleted for these orrespondenes by hand in the following manner. First,

assistane was provided by students who had no bakground in omputer vision in

an attempt to provide an unbiased olletion of ground truth. Eah student was

assigned a subset of the 2000 orrespondenes. To ollet the ground truth for a

orrespondene, the student would be presented with the two images that the or-

respondene was obtained from. One of the images would have the orrespondene

marked and the student was instruted to selet the loation of the point in the

other image. This method was used for all 2000 orrespondenes and yielded the

following results:

µ =





0.215

0.400



 σµ = 4.9057 σv = 4.9079

The mean obtained from this method was on the subpixel sale while the stan-

dard deviations in the u and v diretions were both approximately 5 pixels. These

results support the assumption that the orrespondene error follows a Normal dis-

tribution with a mean of 0 pixels. It is important to note again that the values of σµ

and σv olleted from this experiment provide a rough estimate of the distribution's

parameters and not neessarily the exat values that need to be used by the MEM

algorithm. That is, these results indiate that using standard deviations of 3 pixels

for the MEM algorithm is reasonable, while standard deviations of 15 or 20 pixels

might not be aurate estimates. In fat there will be instanes of using the MEM

algorithm where the values assigned for these standard deviations a�et the lassi-
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�ation. The in�uene of these parameters on the lassi�ation results obtained by

the MEM will be disussed further in Setion 5.3.2.

This experiment on�rms our assumption that the noise observed when olleting

point orrespondenes follows a Normal distribution with a mean of 0 pixels. This

validates the model presented in Setion 4.2 whih the MEM algorithm was derived

from. These results also justify the use of the Kalman �lter in our Kalman �lter

based Maximization Step and the algorithm that re�nes the estimate of the motion

parameters.

5.2 Ground Plane Detetion For Mobile Robot

The �rst appliation of the MEM algorithm presented is a mobile robot navigation

appliation where MEM is used to implement a simple target traking and following

algorithm. In this appliation, MEM is used to determine whih point orrespon-

denes belong to the target the mobile robot is following by lassifying points as

belonging to the ground plane or the target. In order to fous on the performane

of the lassi�ation using MEM, the traking algorithm was simpli�ed by assuming

that the mobile robot only sees one objet in its view, that is, all of the points that

are not lassi�ed as belonging to the ground plane are assumed to belong to a single

target. The traking and following algorithm onsists of four steps: 1) Initialization;

2) Feature Detetion and Mathing; 3) Ground Point Classi�ation; and 4) Robot

Motion Control whih are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The purpose of the initialization step of the target follower algorithm is to de-

termine a set of homography parameters, θ , that an be used as an initial estimate

for MEM. Obtaining this set of parameters is important for two reasons. First, due

to the nature of the EM algorithm an initial estimate of the model parameters that

are being estimated by the algorithm need to be provided. For our MEM algorithm,

these model parameters are the homography parameters, θ, and prior probabilities

of the labels, π. An initial estimate for π is trivial to provide sine we will assume

that the prior probabilities for the labels are equivalent. An initial estimate for

θ, however, is more di�ult to provide sine we do not know roughly where the
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Figure 5.1: Flow hart for traking and following algorithm

plane is in the sene. Seond, sine the homography onstraint an be applied to

any plane in the environment, it is neessary that the algorithm be initialized with

respet to the desired plane, in this ase the ground plane. Sine this initial es-

timate does not need to be the exat set of parameters that desribe the ground

plane, the initialization step an be kept simple. The initialization step used in this

experiment required that the algorithm be provided with two overlapping images

of the ground plane (with no target in the sene) taken by the mobile robot's on

board ameras. The initialization step then �nds point orrespondenes between

the images and runs the MEM algorithm with the initial assumption that all of the

point orrespondenes belong to the ground plane. It is important to stress the fat

that this initialization only needs to be done one for any robot, that is, for any

on�guration of the ameras.

One the robot has been initialized, the algorithm proeeds to the Feature De-

tetion and Mathing step. This step begins with the apture of two images. Point

orrespondenes are then deteted between the images using SIFT [12℄. This set

of point orrespondenes should belong to both the ground plane of the sene and
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Algorithm 5.1 MEM Algorithm

Input: Point Correspondenes, Homography Parameter Estimate

Output: Classi�ed Correspondenes

while(!termination_riteria_met)

Calulate_Probabilities()

Update_Homography_Parameters()

Update_Class_Probabilities()

end

Calulate_Probabilities()

Assign_Clustering()

the target. It is this output of point orrespondenes that is passed onto the MEM

algorithm for lustering.

After the orrespondenes have been deteted, the next step is Ground Point

Classi�ation. In this step, the MEM algorithm is used to lassify the orrespon-

denes as belonging to ground plane or the target as desribed in 5.1.

From 5.1 it an be seen that the input to the MEM algorithm is the set of

point orrespondenes obtained in the previous step and an initial estimate for the

homography parameters. For the implementation presented here, the estimate of

homography parameters provided to the algorithm is the one that was obtained in

the initialization step. Another alternative for providing an initial estimate to the

MEM algorithm would be to use the set of onverged parameters from the previous

image pair. It is here that we note that using an estimate based on the initialization

step or the previous set of onverged parameters is valid beause our implementation

uses a stereo amera setup. This implies that the values of θ should remain fairly

onsistent for eah pair of images sine the ameras remain �xed with respet to

eah other. However, this does not mean that MEM annot be applied to a single

amera setting. In a single amera setting, the initialization step is still neessary

in that it provides an estimate for the parameters that desribe the normal vetor

of the plane whih remains onsistent for eah pair of images. Estimates for the

six remaining parameters an then be determined on a per image pair basis using

dead rekoning or the deomposition of the fundamental matrix. By using two �xed

ameras, the step of reating an initial guess is simpli�ed in that we an diretly

use the estimate from the initialization step for every pair of images. Regardless of
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whih setup is used (single or multiple ameras), lassi�ation using MEM remains

the same.

One the MEM algorithm has returned the lassi�ation, the orrespondenes

that are not lassi�ed as belonging to the ground plane are used to trak the target

in the Robot Motion Control step. The goal of this step is to keep the traked

target in the enter of one of the ameras' views. This is done by alulating a

heading value to the target by bak-projeting the target orrespondenes into 3D

spae. This results in a number of rays departing from the amera whih are then

projeted onto the horizontal axis of the amera. The aumulation of intersetion

points between the rays and the horizontal axis are used to alulate a heading to

the target. The mobile robot orrets itself by this heading so that the target is

one again in the enter of the amera's view.

The proposed target traking and following algorithm was implemented and

tested on a HP Pavilion dv6 running Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU � 2.0GHz.

In order to improve the performane speed of the navigation algorithm, the MEM

step ran one for every four image pairs olleted. That is lassi�ation of the point

orrespondenes was alulated every time the image pairs were olleted, but the

MEM re�ned the homography parameters every four image pairs. For the experi-

ment, two P3DX mobile robots from Mobile Robots In. were used with one of the

mobile robots running the proposed traking and following algorithm. The seond

robot served as the target robot and exeuted a program that allows the robot to

�wander� through the hallway while avoiding ollisions using its on board SONAR

ring. The experiment onsisted of apturing 6 trials of the �wandering� robot run-

ning all the way down the hallway while the seond robot followed using the traking

and following algorithm. This equated to the olletion of 1000 frames with eah

frame ontaining roughly 400 orrespondenes.

The statistis olleted for the experiment are summarized in Table 5.1. Sine

no ground truth was available for the data the ground truth had to be manually

obtained. For this reason, 20% of the 1,000 frames were randomly sampled from the

six sequenes. The table summarizes the statistis of these 20% of the samples.

As it an be seen in the table, the subset of randomly seleted frames equated
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Total number of

pixels Classi�ed

Corret

Classi�ation

Perentage

Inorret

lassi�ation from

SIFT

Inorret

lassi�ation

from MEM alone

Ground 88,145 99.62% 270 (0.3%) 71 (0.08%)

Non-

ground
7,930 99.4% 24 (0.3%) 22 (0.3%)

Total 96,075 99.6% 294 (0.3%) 93 (0.1%)

Table 5.1: Statistis of the Classi�ation

Figure 5.2: Sample images from test sequenes. Blak squares are pixels lassi�ed

as ground. Blue irles are pixels lassi�ed as non-ground.

to 96,075 orrespondene lassi�ations, with 88,145 of these being lassi�ed as

belonging to the ground plane, and 7,930 belonging to the target. Also, the algorithm

returned 341 ground pixels that happened to be mislassi�ed as objet pixels. At the

same time, it also returned 46 objet pixels that were mislassi�ed as ground pixels.

However, not all of these mislassi�ations were due to the proposed algorithm

alone. That is, 270 of ground pixels were mislassi�ed beause the feature mathing

algorithm was not able to �nd a orret math between the pair of images. Similarly,

24 of the target objet pixels were mislassi�ed for the same reason. In the end,

only 71 of the ground pixels and 22 of the target objet pixels were mislassi�ed by

the MEM alone. Overall, the MEM algorithm ahieves a total orret lassi�ation

rate of 99.6%. Some samples from the sequenes an be seen in Figure 5.2.

5.2.1 Comparison With Other Planar Detetion Algorithms

For omparison, the same randomly sampled images were lassi�ed using both the

RANSAC algorithm and JLinkage algorithm. As with MEM, these algorithms have

parameters that an be varied to obtain di�erent results. In order to provide an

unbiased omparison between algorithms, Table 5.2 presents the preision and re-
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all values for the three algorithms for three di�erent parameter settings. For the

RANSAC algorithm, the parameter that is swept is the threshold tcs that determines

whether a point orrespondene belongs to the onsensus set. Low threshold values

run the risk of exluding too many orrespondenes from the onsensus set, while

high threshold values risk inluding too many orrespondenes. Both senarios an

result in a poorly �t model. Sine JLinkage has a RANSAC-like sampling step, it

also ontains the same threshold parameter that must be swept. In addition to this,

JLinkage has a seond parameter whih is the number of hypotheses that must be

omputed. The table ontains results for two di�erent JLinkage algorithms, one

that uses 500 hypotheses and another that uses 5000 hypotheses. For the MEM

algorithm, the parameter that an vary is the value of Σx. Variations in this pa-

rameter diretly a�et the probabilities that are assigned to orrespondenes and

is disussed in more detail in Setion 5.3.2. This parameter was swept with values

that oinide with the results obtained in Setion 5.1. In the table, results are listed

for two di�erent versions of the MEM algorithm. The �rst version labeled with the

su�x �_optim� is the version of MEM whih uses the optimization for the Max-

imization step. This is the version of MEM whose results are listed in Table 5.1.

The other version of MEM listed in the table is the one that uses Kalman Filtering

for the Maximization step and has the su�x �_Kalman�.

When it omes to the overall performane of the algorithms, one an see that both

versions of the MEM algorithm ahieve lassi�ation results that are ompetitive

with the JLinkage and RANSAC algorithms. One interesting relationship in the

table is the one between the preision and reall values for eah algorithm and the

parameter being varied. For the JLinkage and RANSAC algorithms, it is observed

that as the onsensus set threshold inreases, the preision of the algorithm dereases

while the reall value inreases. This is expeted beause this threshold is a diret

measure of ertainty for allowing a point orrespondene into the onsensus set. By

setting the threshold low, only orrespondenes that we are very ertain to belong

to the ground plane were allowed in the onsensus set. This would result in a low

reall value beause not all of the ground orrespondenes are being inluded in the

onsensus set, while the preision of these orrespondenes are high sine we are only
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Preision Reall

MEM_optim σx = σy = 2 0.9989 0.9841

MEM_optim σx = σy = 3 0.9983 0.9972

MEM_optim σx = σy = 4 0.9980 0.9972

MEM_Kalman σx = σy = 2 0.9992 0.9091

MEM_Kalman σx = σy = 3 0.9986 0.9676

MEM_Kalman σx = σy = 4 0.9981 0.9842

JLinkage_500 tcs = 1 0.9997 0.4864

JLinkage_500 tcs = 3 0.9986 0.9952

JLinkage_500 tcs = 5 0.9970 0.9955

JLinkage_5000 tcs = 1 0.9994 0.5336

JLinkage_5000 tcs = 3 0.9982 0.9964

JLinkage_5000 tcs = 5 0.9978 0.9969

RANSAC tcs = 0.0005 0.9991 0.9268

RANSAC tcs = 0.005 0.9979 0.9846

RANSAC tcs = 0.1 0.9837 0.9920

Table 5.2: Preision and Reall values for various parameter settings

allowing orrespondenes that we are very ertain of into the set. As this threshold

inreases, more orrespondenes that belong to the ground plane are allowed into

the onsensus set whih results in an inrease in the reall value. However, this

threshold inrease also will allow orrespondenes that do not belong to the ground

plane into the onsensus set whih results in a derease in preision.

The MEM algorithms also display a similar behavior for the parameters used to

onstrut Σx. This relationship exists beause Σx is used to alulate the likelihoods

for the point orrespondenes in the E-Step, where an inrease in Σx inreases the

likelihoods assigned to the orrespondenes. This diretly a�ets the update of the

model parameters in the M-Step sine these likelihood values are used to alulate

the posterior probabilities whih weight the orrespondenes. That is, when Σx is

small, only orrespondenes with small geometri error will be assigned high prob-

abilities and have a signi�ant e�et on the update of the homography parameters.

Inreasing the values used to onstrut Σx will assign higher probabilities to all of

the orrespondenes whih allows more orrespondenes to have an e�et on the

update of the model parameters. However, setting Σx too high will risk using non

ground plane orrespondenes to update the model parameters so aution must be

taken when assigning Σx.
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Figure 5.3: Average ground plane orrespondene error per image

5.2.2 Initial Estimate Re�nement

The purpose of this setion is to address the speulation that some readers might

have with the e�etiveness of the MEM algorithm in this appliation. We reall that

in this experiment, a stereo amera setup was employed whih allowed us to utilize

an initial estimate that was learned in our initialization step. The argument might be

made that if the homography parameters that desribe the ground plane are learned

in the initialization step and a stereo amera setup is used, ould these parameters

be used diretly to lassify the orrespondenes. This would be analogous to a stereo

amera setup that is used for 3D reonstrution where alibration is done one for

the setup and the alibration results are used for all images aptured. To address

this argument we present the plot in Figure 5.3.

The plot in Figure 5.3 was generated by taking the ground plane orrespon-

denes for eah image pair and alulating their average geometri error using the

estimate from the initialization step and the set of onverged homography param-

eters obtained by MEM for that image. This allows us to visualize how well eah

set of parameters desribes the ground plane for the image pair. In the graph it

an be seen that the average error per image pair is on the sub pixel level when
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the geometri error is alulated using the onverged homography parameters from

the MEM algorithm. This indiates that the onverged parameters returned by the

MEM algorithm aurately desribe the homography that is indued by the ground

plane for that image pair. On the other hand, it an be seen that the average error

per image pair varies wildly when alulating the geometri error using the estimate

from the initialization step, whih means that this estimate does not exatly re�et

the homography of the ground plane. Something to note is that the plot using the

initial estimate never obtains an average error that is on the subpixel magnitude.

This means that for every image pair, MEM is re�ning the initial estimate to �nd

the true set of parameters that desribe the ground plane's homography.

From the plot it is easy to see that the MEM algorithm does have an e�et when

estimating the homography parameters of the ground plane. However, we would like

to illustrate one more advantage that MEM has over using a method that uses the

initial estimate for lassi�ation. If one were to stritly use the estimate obtained

from the initialization step for lassi�ation, one problem they would enounter

would be to determine a threshold to set for lassi�ation. From the graph it an

be seen that this threshold ould vary from less than 2 pixels to 10 pixels and be a

valid threshold for many of the image pairs. However, there is always a onsequene

when setting a threshold for suh a method. Setting the threshold too low will

result in ground orrespondenes not being orretly lassi�ed, while a threshold

that is too large runs the risk of mislassifying non ground plane orrespondenes

as belonging to the ground plane. By using MEM, we eliminate the need to set a

lassi�ation threshold. We reall that the purpose of MEM is to estimate the model

parameters θ and π whih is illustrated in the graph. One these parameters are

learned, the posterior probabilities for all of the orrespondenes an be alulated

and the orrespondenes an be lassi�ed based on whih lass they have the highest

posterior probability.
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5.3 Single Plane Traking

The previous setion presented an appliation that employed MEM in a target trak-

ing and following algorithm for a mobile robot. In that appliation, the initial esti-

mate of homography parameters used for the MEM was learned ahead of time using

the proposed initialization step. As mentioned before, using this learned initial es-

timate for every image pair is valid beause the mobile robot platform uses two

ameras for its navigation. Using two ameras ensures that the transformation un-

dergone between image pairs should be fairly onsistent. In this setion we present

an appliation where MEM is used to lassify point orrespondenes between image

pairs of an image sequene aptured by a single unalibrated amera.

The appliation presented in this setion illustrates the use of MEM in a plane

traking senario. In this appliation MEM is used to trak the ground plane of a

sene through a sequene of airborne video. The traking of the ground plane an

be a useful preproessing step for a target traking and geoloation algorithm suh

as the one in [1℄. Spei�ally, traking the ground plane an be used to �lter out

orrespondenes that belong to objets that are of no interest, suh as buildings.

Using MEM in a traking senario is logial beause in many traking algorithms it is

important to use prior information about the target in previous images to predit its

loation in the next image. By using MEM for traking the ground plane throughout

an image sequene, we are able to make use of the prior knowledge we have of the

ground plane from previous images in the sequene. This is an advantage that MEM

o�ers over other planar detetion algorithms suh as RANSAC and JLinkage whih

may not inorporate prior knowledge into their standard frameworks.

While this appliation demonstrates the use of MEM in a plane traking senario,

it also demonstrates the use of MEM in a setting that di�ers from the mobile robot

appliation. First, this appliation uses MEM on an outdoor image sequene where

the ground plane to be deteted is the ground plane of the earth whih may not

always be a smooth plane. Seond, the sequene of images in this appliation is

aptured by a single unalibrated amera. Using a single amera means that the

initial estimate used for eah lassi�ation annot be learned ahead of time sine

the transformation undergone between pairs of images annot be guaranteed to be
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onsistent. Instead of using the same initial estimate for every image pair we will

use the previous knowledge of the plane in earlier image pairs to derive an initial

estimate.

In this method, we take the previously lassi�ed image pair whih onsists of

images: I t−1 and I t, and �nd the point orrespondenes that are in ommon with the

new image pair that is to be lassi�ed whih onsists of images: I t and I t+1. These

ommon orrespondenes and their posterior probabilities �whih were alulated

for the previous image pair� are used in an optimization step, whih is similar to our

Maximization Step, whih generates an initial guess for the parameters in θt. One

this initial guess has been reated, the algorithm proeeds as desribed in Algorithm

5.1.

While this method provides a means to provide an initial estimate based on the

previous frames, we note that an initialization needs to be performed for the begin-

ning of the sequene. Due to the data not ontaining any images of purely ground

plane pixels, the initialization for the sequenes had to be assigned manually. After

the �rst pair of images has been lassi�ed, the appliation automatially generates

a estimate for the next pair of images using the previously desribed method.

This appliation of the MEM algorithm was tested on a data set whih on-

sisted of three sequenes of airborne video of an urban area. These three sequenes

ombined provided roughly 100 image pairs ontaining over 100,000 point orre-

spondenes. These sequenes also provided a range of di�erent senarios to test the

MEM algorithm: Sequene 1 is omposed of images that ontain a large amount of

ground plane and few buildings, making it the easiest of the three sequenes for las-

si�ation. Sequene 2 ontains images taken of a downtown area with many large

buildings and less area that is ground plane. Sequene 3 ontains many buildings

like Sequene 2 but, the buildings are typial of a residential area meaning they are

muh smaller in size. As with the previous experiment, the ground truth for this

data was obtained manually.

This data set was used to test the optimization version of the MEM algorithm,

the JLinkage algorithm and the RANSAC algorithm. As before, eah algorithm was

run multiple times for di�erent values of their parameters. The table below reports
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Sequene 1

Preision

Sequene 1

Reall

Sequene 2

Preision

Sequene 2

Reall

Sequene 3

Preision

Sequene 3

Reall

MEM_optim

σx = σy =
√

2
0.8396 0.9944 0.8678 0.9608 0.7822 0.9720

MEM_optim

σx = σy = 2
0.8096 0.9981 0.7765 0.9659 0.7337 0.9922

MEM_optim

σx = σy = 3
0.7965 0.9985 0.6969 0.9949 0.7049 0.9949

JLinkage_500 tcs=

2
0.8836 0.4958 0.9095 0.5920 0.8540 0.5431

JLinkage_500 tcs=

4
0.8572 0.8763 0.8243 0.8410 0.7810 0.8889

JLinkage_500 tcs=

6
0.8109 0.9387 0.7805 0.9073 0.7370 0.9588

JLinkage_500 tcs=

9
0.7962 0.9986 0.6903 0.9452 0.7039 0.9972

RANSAC: threshold

= 0.001
0.8485 0.9311 0.7786 0.8922 0.7694 0.9191

RANSAC: threshold

= 0.01
0.7988 0.9867 0.6788 0.9798 0.6940 0.9813

RANSAC: threshold

= 0.1
0.7948 0.9956 0.6524 0.9917 0.6820 0.9918

Table 5.3: Statistis of the Classi�ation Compared with RANSAC and JLinkage

the preision and realls for eah on�guration of algorithm parameters.

One again, the relationship between parameter values and preision and reall

outputs an be notied in Table 5.3, where the inrease in parameter value orre-

sponds to an inrease in reall and a derease in preision. From the table it an

be seen that both the MEM and RANSAC algorithms appear to be less sensitive to

the hange in their parameter values and onsistently maintain high reall values.

JLinkage, however, is muh more sensitive to its parameter hange and requires a

threshold of 9 pixels to be omparable with the worst ase results of the MEM and

RANSAC algorithms.

Overall, it an be seen that the MEM algorithm with σx = σy =
√

2 ahieved

the best results of all the tests. This on�guration of MEM was able to ahieve the

highest preision values for reall values over 95 perent. The JLinkage algorithm

did have on�gurations where it reported high preision values, but this ame at the

ost of reall values that were muh lower in omparison to the MEM and RANSAC
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Figure 5.4: Sample images from Sequene 3.

algorithms. For Sequene 2, MEM outperformed both RANSAC and JLinkage by

ahieving preision values over 75% while maintain reall values over 95%. For

Sequene 1, MEM and RANSAC ahieve omparable results, while JLinkage reports

results that are omparable with the worst results of MEM and RANSAC. The same

an be said for Sequene 3, however, all algorithms performed worse on this data

set than Sequene 1. The reason for this derease in performane omes from the

nature of the sequene. As previously mentioned, Sequene 3 ontains residential

buildings whih sit muh lower to the ground and are hard to di�erentiate from the

ground plane by the algorithms. Examples of lassi�ation by the MEM algorithm

for Sequene 3 are provided in Figure 5.4.

The sample images in Figure 5.4 show lassi�ation results for the MEM algo-

rithm that used σu = σv =
√

2. In these images it an be seen that the buildings

that sit a few stories tall are rarely mislassi�ed, while some of the smaller build-

ings, suh as houses, are being lassi�ed as belonging to the ground plane. The

reason for these mislassi�ations omes from the fat that the baseline between

the two images is not large enough to determine a distintion between the ground
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plane of the earth and a house whose roof may only be 25 feet above the ground

plane. That is, the image sequene was taken from a high altitude where 25 feet

is a relatively small distane. The pereption of depth will inrease as the baseline

between the ameras inreases, whih means that images that were taken lose to

the same loation will have little depth pereption. Unfortunately, as the baseline

between images inreases, the area of overlap between the images dereases whih

results in less point orrespondenes being deteted between an image pair.

From this experiment we an see that MEM ahieves ompetitive, if not the

best, results when ompared to the JLinkage algorithm and RANSAC in a traking

senario. We note that the suess of the MEM algorithm in this senario omes

from the ability of the algorithm to use the prior information about the plane in the

previous image pairs. This use of prior information is done through the formation

of the initial estimate that MEM requires whih is disussed in the next setion.

5.3.1 Importane of Initial Estimate

Sequene 2 is a data set that provides a separation of the algorithms based on

performane and illustrates the importane of using MEM for plane traking. For

this sequene, the on�guration of MEM withσx = σy =
√

2 learly outperforms the

best implementations of RANSAC and JLinkage. The reason for this omes from

the di�ulty of the data set and the advantage that MEM has over other planar

detetion algorithms by being able to use prior knowledge of the sene. Spei�ally,

the sequene ontains many images where the ground plane may not be the dominant

plane. One suh example is shown in Figure 5.5 where the tops of the buildings are

relatively lose to the same height and form a planar region.

In this situation, algorithms suh as JLinkage and RANSAC will tend to loate

the dominant plane in the sene whih, for this sene, may be the tops of the

buildings. MEM has a better hane of overoming this problem by inorporating

previous knowledge about the sene to form an initial estimate that re�ets the

ground plane's position in previous senes. This results in an aurate lassi�ation

of orrespondenes like that shown in Figure 5.5. Examples of lassi�ations using

RANSAC and JLinkage for the sene are provided in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Example where dominant plane is not the ground plane

(a) Classi�ation Using JLinkage tcs = 4 (b) Classi�ation Using RANSAC tcs = 0.001

() Classi�ation Using JLinkage tcs = 2

Figure 5.6: Classi�ation results for RANSAC and JLinkage for ground plane de-

tetion
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Figure 5.6 provides examples of when RANSAC and JLinkage both detet the

tops of the buildings as the ground plane. This is beause these algorithms are

being used to detet the dominant plane in the sene, whih for this sene is not

learly the ground plane. Also in the �gure an example is shown where JLinkage is

able to ahieve a satisfatory lassi�ation of the ground plane. However it is noted

that this lassi�ation was ahieved for the on�guration of JLinkage whih uses

tcs = 2 whih ahieved poor results overall. This is obviously a on�guration of the

JLinkage algorithm that would not be ideal to use for the sequene.

While the use of an initial estimate an be powerful in a traking appliation, it

an also have an adverse e�et on the lassi�ation. The example we present omes

from the same sene in Sequene 2 when the MEM algorithm has a on�guration of

σx = σy = 4. To illustrate this point Figures 5.7 and 5.8 provide two subsequenes

of Sequene 2, one where the on�guration of MEM is σx = σy = 2 and the other

where σx = σy = 4.

We start by looking at the image sequene in Figure 5.7 whih orresponds to

the on�guration of MEM where σu = σv =
√

2. In this sequene the traking of

the ground plane an be observed and one an see that the traking does diverge

a small amount in the fourth image where it an be seen that some of the build-

ing top is lassi�ed as the ground plane. However we are quik to note that this

mislassi�ation is overome in the next image where a satisfatory lassi�ation is

observed. This is due to the fat that while a part of the building was mislassi�ed

in the fourth image, a large amount of the ground plane was orretly lassi�ed, so

our initial estimate that was reated to lassify the �fth image was based on many

orrespondenes that belong to the ground plane. This initial estimate was aurate

enough that the MEM algorithm was able to onverge to the ideal lassi�ation for

the �fth image. The orret lassi�ation in the �fth image is then used as an initial

estimate for the sixth image where another satisfatory lassi�ation is obtained.

In ontrast to this we look at the image sequene in Figure 5.8 whih orresponds

to the on�guration of MEM where σu = σv = 4. In the �rst image of this sequene

we already see that a building has been mislassi�ed and remains mislassi�ed in

the seond image. In the third image we see that the MEM onverged to a set of
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.7: SubSequene of Sequene 2. Con�guration where σu = σv =
√

2
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.8: SubSequene of Sequene 2. Con�guration where σx = σy = 4
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homography parameters that desribe a plane that goes from the top of the parking

garage in the right of the image to the ground plane in the left of the image. In

the fourth image we see that the MEM has onverged to the plane on the tops

of the buildings like the JLinkage and RANSAC algorithms. It is here where we

see the adverse e�et of the initial guess. When it omes time to formulate an

initial estimate for image �ve, our algorithm uses the lassi�ation from image four.

Unfortunately, the lassi�ation was inorret in image four, and the initial guess

we reate desribes the wrong plane in the sene, that is the plane that spans the

building top. The MEM then goes to re�ne this wrong estimate and one again

onverges to the tops of the buildings. This is also the ase for image six. This is

an example when the initial estimate an have a negative e�et on the lassi�ation

of the MEM and illustrates the onept disussed in Setion5.4 whih is that the

quality of the lassi�ation depends on the initial estimate provided to the MEM.

5.3.2 The parameter Σx and its E�ets

Something to be noted from Table 5.3 is that the on�guration of MEM that per-

fomed the best in this experiment was the one where σu = σv =
√

2. However, we

reall that the results obtained in Setion 5.1 provided estimates of σu = σv = 5.

It is in this setion that the di�erene in these parameter values is disussed along

with the e�et that Σx has on the lassi�ation of MEM.

First, we refer to Setion 5.2.1 where the e�et of Σx was brie�y desribed.

In that setion it was stated that Σx is used to alulate the likelihood for the

point orrespondenes whih determines how muh the orrespondene ontributes

to the M-Step of the algorithm. Low values for σu and σv tend to assign lower

likelihood values while higher values tend to assign higher likelihood values. For

instane, onsider a orrespondene whose alulated geometri error for a given

set of homography parameters is 1 pixel in the u diretion and 1 pixel in the v

diretion resulting in a total geometri error of 1.41 pixels. In many ases a point

with suh a small geometri error would be onsidered as a point that satis�es the

homography onstraint. Using σu = σv =
√

2 , the likelihood for this orrespondene

would be 0.6065 while the likelihood alulated using σu = σv = 5 would be 0.9608.
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From this example, it is lear that the values used to onstrut Σx signi�antly

e�et the likelihood of the orrespondene. The question then beomes: �Under

what irumstanes would it be neessary to assign low likelihood values to all point

orrespondenes?�.

To answer this question, we refer bak to the data set from this experiment.

This data set was omposed of airborne image sequenes whih ontained point

orrespondenes that were a signi�ant distane from the amera. As previously

mentioned the nature of these sequenes emphasizes the importane of having a

large baseline between the images sine the pereption of depth inreases with the

baseline. A similar relationship also exists between the geometri error of point

orrespondenes and the baseline between the images where a larger baseline results

in larger geometri errors for point orrespondenes that do not belong to the plane.

This relationship beomes a problem in senes suh as the ones in Figure 5.7 where

the geometri error for orrespondenes that do not belong to the ground plane are

approximately 7 pixels due to the relatively small baseline ompared to the distane

of the points from the amera. This would result in σu = σv = 5 being a bad hoie

of parameters sine a orrespondene with suh an error would reeive a likelihood of

roughly 0.35. One method to remedy this problem would be to inrease the baseline

between images whih would inrease the value of the geometri error of the non

ground orrespondenes. However, as previously mentioned this would result in

a smaller set of point orrespondenes olleted between the two images sine the

area of overlap between the two images would most likely derease. An alternative

solution to this problem would be to adjust the value of σu and σv. Adjusting σu and

σv to be smaller values would result in orrespondenes with a geometri error of 7

pixels to have a smaller likelihood, while still allowing the ground orrespondenes

to have a signi�ant e�et when updating the parameters in the M-Step.

Overall σu and σv an be viewed as parameters whose values an be adjusted for

di�erent senes that the MEM algorithm is applied. We restate that the experiment

from Setion 5.1 was not intended to �nd exat values of σu and σv but instead to

on�rm the assumption that the orrespondene error observed in a set of mathed

orrespondenes followed a normal distribution. This explains the results observed in
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Table 5.3, where a on�guration of σu = σv =
√

2 outperformed other on�gurations

of the MEM algorithm for this data set.

5.4 Multiple Planes - Sensitivity Analysis

The previous experiment provided an example where the initial estimate that was

provided to the MEM algorithm aused the lassi�ation of the MEM to be inor-

ret. That example illustrates an important relationship that exists between the

initial estimate provided to the MEM algorithm and the quality of the lassi�a-

tion provided by the MEM algorithm. The general assumption that holds true even

for the EM algorithm is that a �good� initial estimate should result in a �good�

lassi�ation while a �bad� initial estimate has the potential to result in a �bad�

lassi�ation. In terms of a �good� estimate, there is none better than the estimate

whih is the orret model parameters that are being solved for. In this situation,

the algorithm should not stray far from this solution beause it is the maximum of

the omplete data likelihood. On the other hand, a �bad� initial estimate is one that

provides no distintion between lasses when alulating the posterior probabilities

in the E-Step. That is the posterior probabilities for all points for all lasses are

equivalent. The e�et of a bad estimate is espeially present when MEM is being

used in a situation where outliers are aounted for by a nil lass. In this senario,

a �bad� estimate would result in all of the orrespondenes being assigned to the

nil lass whih would maximize the omplete data likelihood making an aurate

lassi�ation impossible.

Provided with this onept of good and bad estimates, two question arise. The

�rst is �How an one evaluate the performane of an algorithm whose results depend

on its initial estimate?�. In the previous setions, the evaluation of the appliation

of MEM to a spei� problem was trivial beause the alulation of the initial guess

was embedded in the algorithm. However, in this setion MEM is being applied

to senes with multiple planes and does not have any prior knowledge of the sene

to onstrut an initial estimate. To present a set of results obtained by providing

an estimate lose to the desired solution would misrepresent the e�etiveness of the
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algorithm beause this would most likely result in outstanding lassi�ations. The

same an be said about presenting a set of results obtained by providing horrible

initial estimates whih would downplay the e�etiveness of the MEM algorithm.

In addition to this, the seond question that arises is �Is there a way to quantify

what a good and bad estimate is?�. The previous disussion of good and bad esti-

mates provides a general onept when it omes to the relationship between initial

estimates and the resulting lassi�ation. However, what we would like to know is

what a bad estimate is sine its onverse is how good the estimate is. To answer

both of these questions, in this setion an investigation is arried out that analysis

how the algorithm performs with a range of initial estimates in a multiplane setting.

Spei�ally, we will be performing a sensitivity analysis on the MEM algorithm for

the parameters of ϕn, φn, d whih desribe the normal vetor and distane value that

ompose the homography. This sensitivity analysis will provide us with a means to

fairly evaluate the MEM algorithm and allow us to quantify a bad estimate.

The set of images used for this sensitivity analysis were obtained from the Uni-

versity of Oxford Visual Geometry Group's database. All of the images were of

outdoor senes that ontained building faes whih are the planar surfaes that the

MEM needs to lassify. In the sensitivity analysis a sweep was performed for eah

parameter while the other parameters were held onstant. For the angular parame-

ters ϕn and φn, the sweep onsisted of adding an angular o�set to the ground truth

value of the parameter. This o�set value ranged from -50 degrees to 50 degrees at

a resolution of 1 degree. For the distane value, d, an o�set value that ranged from

-10 to 10 at a resolution of 0.1 was added to the ground truth value.

This sensitivity analysis was performed for three variations of the MEM algo-

rithm: 1.) MEM that uses an optimization for the M-Step, 2.) MEM that determines

the parameters r, p, y, ϕt, φt before lassi�ation and �xes these parameters for eah

lass for every iteration of the algorithm and 3.) MEM that uses the Kalman Filter

based M-Step. Eah version of MEM was ran for di�erent values of Σx and the qual-

ity of the lassi�ation was reorded. To measure the quality of the lassi�ation

for eah point in the sensitivity analysis, the Rand Index was alulated between

the ground truth and the output of the MEM. The naming onvention in the titles
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity analysis results for optimization based MEM that solves for

only the normal vetor parameters and distane parameters

follow the following mapping: Np =ϕn, Nt = φn, d = d.

The �rst variation we present sensitivity results for is the version of MEM whih

learns the motion parameters of the sene prior to estimating ϕn, φn, and d. By do-

ing so, the number of parameters that need to be estimated using MEM is redued

to three parameters per plane. We restate that this is a valid approah to planar

detetion beause many times the sene will undergo a single motion between am-

eras. That is, there are no moving objets in the sene and the only motion observed

between images is the motion that the amera has undergone. The plots in Figure

5.9 show the three sensitivity analysis for these parameters.
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The next version of MEM that we provide sensitivity results for is the version of

MEM whih estimates a set of motion parameters along with the three parameters

for eah plane. While this results in �ve extra parameters being estimated by the

MEM, only results for ϕn, φn, and d are presented for omparison with the other

MEM variants. The results for this sensitivity analysis are provided in Figure 5.10.

The last version of MEM that we provide a sensitivity analysis for is that whih

employs Kalman Filtering in its M-Step. This version of MEM learns the motion pa-

rameters of the sene before estimating ϕn, φn, and d. The results for this sensitivity

analysis are provided in Figure 5.11.

5.4.1 Comparison of Variations

The �rst observation to make from Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 is that all of the

implementations ahieved high Rand indies when provided with the ground truth

of the parameters as an initial estimate. This was mentioned in the beginning of

the setion when it was stated that the best initial estimate that the MEM an be

provided is the orret set of parameters. In this situation the �gures show that the

MEM algorithm does not diverge far from this solution sine it is the maximum of the

omplete data likelihood. It is noted that some of the implementations in the �gures

do not ahieve a Rand Index of exatly 1 when provided the ground truth. This

omes from the fat that many of the senes used in this sensitivity analysis ontain

planes that interset eah other. Many times there will exist mislassi�ations near

these intersetions beause the orrespondenes really belong to both planes equally

and must be assigned to one in the ground truth.

Further investigation of the �gures shows that eah implementation has a range

of o�sets that an be applied to the ground truth value of the parameters in whih

the MEM an provide an aurate lassi�ation. For all of the implementations, the

range of values for φn is large, while the range for ϕn and d are more de�ned. The

values that exist inside these ranges for eah parameter are what we an onsider

�good� initial estimates for the parameter. Outside of these ranges, it an be seen

that the graphs osillate wildly and the MEM is oasionally able to ahieve an

aurate lassi�ation. It is noted that it is possible for the MEM to estimate a set
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Figure 5.10: Sensitivity analysis results optimization based MEM that solves for

global motion parameters in addition to normal vetor parameters and distane

parameters
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity analysis results for Kalman Filter based MEM
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of parameters that lead to a orret lassi�ation when the initial estimate is outside

of the range of �good� values for the parameter. Just beause an initial estimate

is outside of this range does not mean that it annot be reovered from. Instead,

values outside of the ranges should be viewed as values that have a higher risk of

not being reovered from.

One relationship that is evident for all three implementations is the one that

exists between the values used to onstrut Σx and the size of the range of �good�

estimates. From all three implementation it an be seen that the size of the range

inreases as the values used to onstrut Σx inreases. After the explanation in

Setion 5.3.2 it is apparent why this relationship exists. When the initial estimate

gets further away from the ground truth, the likelihoods for all the orrespondenes

dereases. However, by inreasing the values used to onstrut Σx these likelihood

values inrease to the point where the o�set an grow larger while still assigning the

same likelihoods.

When omparing the various MEM implementations to one another, it an be

seen that some implementations are more robust to the initial estimate than others.

Spei�ally, the �gures indiate that the implementation of MEM whih solves for

the motion parameters is the least robust implementation of the three presented.

The reason for this omes from the extra motion parameters that must be estimated

by the MEM. By estimating the motion parameters in the MEM algorithm, we are

inreasing the degrees of freedom that the MEM must update. That is, even though

only one parameter may be di�erent from the ground truth, the M-Step of the MEM

algorithm will update the three parameters that desribe the plane along with the

motion parameters. This an ause the motion parameters to diverge from their

true values whih will ause the MEM to fall into a loal minimum. This problem

would be ampli�ed by an implementation whih solves a set of motion parameters

for eah homography.

This experiment demonstrated that there does exist a range of values that the

initial estimate an be for a parameter where the MEM an still return an aurate

lassi�ation. It was shown that these ranges grow with Σx and that the implemen-

tations that solve for less parameters are more robust to the initial estimate. Some
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Figure 5.12: Example Classi�ations of the MEM algorithm for a multiple plane

setting

results of the lassi�ations listed in the �gures are provided in Figure 5.12.



Chapter 6

Future Work

Future work of this topi onsists of the following three areas. First the investigation

of optimization algorithms to use for the modi�ed maximization step was limited

in this work to the Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm. Other optimizations suh as

Levenberg-Marquardt or geneti algorithms suh as Partile Swarm might prove

to be useful substitutions for the Simplex algorithm. Advantages might exist for

these other algorithms that an inrease the performane of the MEM algorithm's

estimation.

The seond area of investigation is to de�ne methods that an be used for ini-

tialization of the algorithm. The importane of the initial estimate provided to the

MEM algorithm was disussed throughout this work with the �nal observation being

that initial estimate diretly e�ets the estimation of the MEM algorithm. Develop-

ing methods to initialize the MEM algorithm are important to be able to keep the

algorithm ompetitive with urrent state of the art methods. This is espeially the

ase when using MEM in a setting with multiple planar regions.

The last area of investigation also ontributes to the algorithm's ompetitiveness

with urrent state of the art algorithms whih is to take outliers into aount for a

multiple plane setting. In this work, all of the point orrespondenes in a multiple

plane setting were assumed to belong to one of the planes in the sene. In the

presene of outliers, the urrent version of the MEM algorithm would be required

to label the outliers to one of the lasses. This would result in the outliers having

the opportunity to e�et the update of the estimates. In this work, outliers were
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aounted for when the MEM algorithm was used to estimate the parameters of a

single plane in the sene. However, the extension of this method to a multiple plane

setting is questionable and requires further attention.



Chapter 7

Conlusion

This work presented the Modi�ed Expetation Maximization (MEM) algorithm that

an be used for estimating the model parameters that de�ne the homographies

that are indued by planar regions in a planar segmentation task. This algorithm

di�ers from the Expetation Maximization (EM) algorithm in that it does not use

a losed form solution for its maximization step. This di�erene is neessary in

a planar segmentation task where the losed form solution for the maximization

step is impratial to derive. Two implementations were presented for the MEM

algorithm's modi�ed maximization step: one that uses an optimization and another

that uses a Kalman Filter. Both implementations are used to update the urrent

estimate of the model parameters whih is the original intent of the EM algorithms

maximization step.

In addition to the MEM algorithm, this work also presented a Kalman Filter

based method that an be used to re�ne an estimate of the motion parameters that

desribe the transformation between two ameras. In order to derive the neessary

Kalman Filter equations for this method, a 3D reonstrution algorithm was pre-

sented that an be used to alulate a 3D point in spae from a point orrespondene

and transformation using the rays of the orrespondene. This 3D reonstrution

algorithm is essential to the derivation of the Kalman Filter equations beause it an

be used to de�ne a simple onstraint equation. This method was provided as a way

for the MEM algorithm to redue the number of parameters it needs to estimate by

solving for the motion parameters before doing the MEM iterations.
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Experiments show that variations of the MEM algorithm are e�etive in both

single plane and multiple plane settings. In the mobile robot follower experiment

the MEM algorithm was employed to detet the ground plane of a sene. The two

tested versions of the MEM algorithm were able to ahieve ompetitive results with

urrent state of the art methods suh as RANSAC and JLinkage in this task. The

e�etiveness of the MEM algorithm in a plane traking senario was also provided

for an aerial sequene. This experiment demonstrated the advantage MEM has over

other methods by being able to inorporate prior information about the loation of

the plane from previous image pairs. However, this experiment also demonstrated

the importane of the initial estimate provided to the MEM algorithm and its e�ets

on the MEM's onverged estimates. Finally, a sensitivity analysis was performed on

the MEM algorithm in a multiple plane senario to illustrate how the MEM algo-

rithm onverges for di�erent initializations. This analysis was suessful in showing

that there is a range of estimates that an be used from whih the MEM algorithm

an ahieve an aurate estimate. Overall, this work shows that the MEM algorithm

has the potential to be a ompetitive method for planar segmentation in image pairs.
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